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This community is quarantined: It is dedicated to shocking or
highly offensive content. For information on positive masculinity,
please see the resources available at Stony Brook University's
Center for the Study of Men and Masculinities
September 27, 2018 | 710 upvotes | by redpillschool

It finally happened. We've been quarantined. It's a matter of time before we're entirely removed.
The mods will discuss our next move and report back.
In the mean time, make sure you visit Stony Brook University to find out what real positive masculinity
is.
That's right. The people telling men they shouldn't be heard or seen are telling us they know what real
masculinity is.
You couldn't prove TRP any more right than the admin are right now.
I don't expect to be here much longer. Make sure you register on https://www.trp.red today.
It happened as we approached 300,000 subscribers. Guess what quarantined subs can't see? Their
subscriber count.
THEY ARE SCARED OF US.

If anybody feels inclined to help support our offsite page- which may very well become the homestead of
TRP in the very near future, here's a bitcoin address to donate to:
1Hyyva2G5aCJwNqYToGoCCGATVNMB81zk7
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Comments

Potatoman5556 • 348 points • 27 September, 2018 07:31 PM 

The most ironic thing that the site they linked links to a bunch of articles/videos by Michael Kimmel, a male
feminist and an expert on "masculinity" with a degree in gender studies.

He also recently stepped down from his position at the UN because he was accused of sexual harassment. Guess
being a cuck really doesn't work. Also, isnt this very problematic? Why are they linking to a bunch of material
written by some pervert?

TheImpossible1 • 129 points • 27 September, 2018 09:16 PM 

Degree in Gender Studies

Holy shit.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sally_Miller_Gearhart

Please read this. This is the opinion Reddit supports. This is the founder of Gender Studies.

male_specimen • 157 points • 27 September, 2018 09:33 PM 

"The proportion of men must be reduced to and maintained at approximately 10% of the human race."
Yeah.. Holy shit.

TheImpossible1 • 137 points • 27 September, 2018 09:38 PM 

Reddit supports male genocide. I have no words.

Sepean • 30 points • 27 September, 2018 10:16 PM 

To be fair, she doesn’t want male genocide, but that women use embryo selection or something
similar to ensure that only very few male babies are born. Still a crazy idea, but not actually
killing anyone.

TheImpossible1 • 67 points • 27 September, 2018 10:18 PM 

How do you cut it down from where it already is without killing people. I can't imagine a load
of impatient radfems waiting for people to die.

Also, limiting births deliberately is genocide according to the UN.

"Genocide is any of the following acts committed with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a
national, ethnical, racial or religious group, as such:

(a) Killing members of the group;

(b) Causing serious bodily harm, or harm to mental health, to members of the group;

(c) Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about its physical
destruction in whole or in part;

(d) Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group;

(e) Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group."

While there isn't a listing for gender based genocide (probably because no one thought there
would be a group that stupid), limiting births is classified as genocide under international law.
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Sepean • 26 points • 27 September, 2018 10:24 PM 

It’s not my idea so I’m not going to defend it. And we should also remember that all sorts
of progressive and leftwing ideas tried in the real world often begin with sounding nice but
when people don’t comply they quickly swing into massive oppression to make reality fit
their twisted ideologies.

TheImpossible1 • 28 points • 27 September, 2018 10:27 PM 

I fully agree with that point. The left has gone from "black people are people and need
to be treated that way" to "white people are scum that should die"

Then you look at socialism, which doesn't work when human nature is applied.

The whole book of leftist ideas is just things that sound good without research on their
viability or just outright hatred of majority groups.

[deleted] • 25 points • 28 September, 2018 01:19 AM 

Leftism is a totalitarian force. Wherever leftism is in a position of power it1.
tends to invade every private corner and force every thought into a leftist
mold. In part this is because of the quasi-religious character of leftism;
everything contrary to leftist beliefs represents Sin. More importantly,
leftism is a totalitarian force because of the leftists’ drive for power. The
leftist seeks to satisfy his need for power through identification with a social
movement and he tries to go through the power process by helping to pursue
and attain the goals of the movement (see paragraph 83). But no matter how
far the movement has gone in attaining its goals the leftist is never satisfied,
because his activism is a surrogate activity (see paragraph 41). That is, the
leftist’s real motive is not to attain the ostensible goals of leftism; in reality
he is motivated by the sense of power he gets from struggling for and then
reaching a social goal. [35] Consequently the leftist is never satisfied with
the goals he has already attained; his need for the power process leads him
always to pursue some new goal. The leftist wants equal opportunities for
minorities. When that is attained he insists on statistical equality of
achievement by minorities. And as long as anyone harbors in some corner of
his mind a negative attitude toward some minority, the leftist has to re-
educated him. And ethnic minorities are not enough; no one can be allowed
to have a negative attitude toward homosexuals, disabled people, fat people,
old people, ugly people, and on and on and on. It’s not enough that the
public should be informed about the hazards of smoking; a warning has to
be stamped on every package of cigarettes. Then cigarette advertising has to
be restricted if not banned. The activists will never be satisfied until tobacco
is outlawed, and after that it will be alcohol, then junk food, etc. Activists
have fought gross child abuse, which is reasonable. But now they want to
stop all spanking. When they have done that they will want to ban
something else they consider unwholesome, then another thing and then
another. They will never be satisfied until they have complete control over
all child rearing practices. And then they will move on to another cause.

Suppose you asked leftists to make a list of ALL the things that were wrong2.
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with society, and then suppose you instituted EVERY social change that
they demanded. It is safe to say that within a couple of years the majority of
leftists would find something new to complain about, some new social
“evil” to correct because, once again, the leftist is motivated less by distress
at society’s ills than by the need to satisfy his drive for power by imposing
his solutions on society.

dr_warlock • 2 points • 28 September, 2018 09:49 AM 

Industrial Society and It's Future, mothafuckah. Real shit and he lived what he
wrote, offgrid in a cabin with a garden and bicycle.

Throwaway45-- • 2 points • 28 September, 2018 01:28 AM 

but being a man does not count as a national, ethnical, racial, or religious group. So
therefore, it is not technically genocide.

Hoodwink • 2 points • 28 September, 2018 10:11 AM* 

If you read into enough eco-feminism, you'll understand that essentially men are not
human.

And that testosterone is a poison (no I'm not putting words into their mouths or
exaggerating).

There's a lot of mirroring of ideas with Jewish anti-semitism, but applied to men.

I consider myself progressive and socialist, but there's some truly fucked up people on the
left.

[deleted] • 20 points • 28 September, 2018 12:54 AM* 

Feminists are going to be in for it when embryo selection becomes a reality. What's actually
going to happen is almost all make children will be born, with almost no girls. There's a
reason why the Chinese gender ratio currently is what it is. The majority of cultures
throughout history have preferred sons to daughters, because they realized that women are
virtually useless at anything besides making babies.

CeleritySteam • 3 points • 28 September, 2018 02:51 PM 

They're gonna be in for it when artificial wombs become a reality, you can already select
gender. Oh hey would you look at that, your planned obsolescence is complete.

orcscorper • 2 points • 28 September, 2018 12:02 AM 

Nope. That's still genocide. Nobody has to be killed for a genocide to happen. Everyone who
was ever born died, or will die. That's life.

It's genocide when the victims have no births within their subgroup. They exist currently, but
will not exist in the future.

HelpfulTomatillo • 36 points • 27 September, 2018 10:09 PM 

She based that supposition on: "Real danger is in the phenomenon of male-bonding, that commitment
of groups of men to each other whether in an army, a gang, a service club, a lodge, a monastic order,
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a corporation, or a competitive sport." ~ Salley Miller Gearhart, 1950s

When did Reddit become a pro "Gender Studies" website?

pill_miner • 28 points • 27 September, 2018 10:18 PM 

It was always a leftist site. Leftists couldn't or wouldn't stop the gender crazies from
overwhelming them and were corrupted as a result, this is what we're left with.

TheImpossible1 • 13 points • 27 September, 2018 10:41 PM 

This. The left got bought by/taken over by female supremacists.

[deleted] • 2 points • 29 September, 2018 07:02 AM 

Where did female supremacy come from?

I would argue the "black feminist" movement specifically is essential to understand how
the prototype of ethnic disintegration was designed by comissar oppressors. A conspiracy
prone view of the subject that is pretty accurate

Gloria Steinem first came across the radar of Black men in 1978 when Steinem put a
book called “Black Macho and the Myth of the Superwoman” on the cover of Ms.
Magazine, the magazine which she controlled. The book was “written” by a Black
“feminist” and “activist” named Michele Wallace who came out of nowhere.
Wallace was in her early twenties at the time, yet she was being touted as the
“leader” of Black feminism. In the book, Wallace called abolitionists like Harriet
Tubman and Sojouner Truth “ugly” and “stupid” for supporting Black men. She
called Black Revolutionaries “chauvinist macho pigs” and advised Black women
to “go it alone.

It's actually almost impressive how much damage one tiny group can do, while staying
hidden from the public eye and using frontmen to distribute their poison. More details on
the "new left" social engineer:

GLORIA Steinem is hardly the anti-establishment figure she pretends to be. The
Central Intelligence Agency launched Steinem’s career as a leftist activist. In the
recorded interview above, Steinem openly discusses her work as a CIA agent, a fact
which she later attempted to suppress. Here are more details from Kerry Bolton’s book
Revolution from Above: Manufacturing ‘Dissent’ in the New World Order (Arktos,
2011): One of the seminal ideologues of feminism, Gloria Steinem, got her start as
part of the CIA policy of co-opting the Left during the Cold War era. From this
beginning she was promoted and nurtured by the foundations and others of the
globalist oligarchy.

In 1958 Steinem returned from India and was recruited by the omnipresent Cord
Meyer of the CIA to direct ‘an informal group of activists’ called the Independent
Research Service. This was part of the CIA’s Congress for Cultural Freedom. It should
be kept in mind when considering the pivotal role of Cord Meyer, that he was not only
working as a CIA operative in recruiting Leftists as part of a Cold War anti-Soviet
strategy, but as we have seen, he was a dedicated internationalist who co-founded the
United World Federalists with James P. Warburg, and held the USSR responsible for
having stymied US post-war efforts to create a World State through the UN.

In 1967 the New York Times reported that the CIA had funded American students to
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attend the Leftist World Youth Festivals in Europe. It was as an American delegate
that Steinem was funded by the CIA to set up her Independent Research Service...

When you view such people like Gordon as intentionally inflicting a social disease (Ethnic
disintegration) by attacking a social structural unit (male/female relations within an ethnic
group) you can start to understand their MOA.

Steinem is like the George Soros equivalent of feminism: the most easily visible tip of the
iceberg. If Steinem died, a different tribeswoman would replace her role.

Angela [Davis is another golem like Michele
Wallace](sfgate.com/opinion/openforum/article/Gloria-Steinem-had-strong-influence-on-
black-women-2335328.php):

As national treasurer of the 1970s-era "Free Angela Davis" campaign, Steinem was a
critical link in the legal defense of the Oakland scholar then jailed for her radical
politics. She crafted the television speech that black Rep. Shirley Chisholm
(1924-2005) delivered in her historic 1972 bid for the presidential nomination of the
Democratic Party. And it was at Steinem's direction that Ms., in the early 1970s, began
to publish Alice Walker and later appointed her one of the first black editors at the
magazine. This, long before the author won international acclaim for her Pulitzer
Prize-winning novel, "The Color Purple."...

I would argue that even from a white/asian perspective one should Ignore her racial
inequality rhetoric and push for details on her intra-black community stances to see how
she incites hate there as well.

The "globalist" Beate Gordon subtly did something similar in the 1940's by attacking a
large part of the Japanese family structure. During the 1940's post-WW2 reconstruction as
she wrote the "gender relations" part of that constitution, and her tribal elites are further
trying to attack Japanese homogenity (and increasingly also that of China) as visible
today. The "globalist" promoted/chosen "miss Japan" 2015 was a half african woman, who
stated; src

“I want to start a revolution,” Miyamoto added with a laugh. “I can’t change things
overnight but in 100-200 years there will be very few pure Japanese left, so we
have to start changing the way we think.”

The woman who led and promoted this "miss Japan" had a blog at "Inesligron.com", now
down/removed, but older web archives of that page had posts that mention her sons Bar
Mitzvah

TheImpossible1 • 3 points • 29 September, 2018 02:14 PM 

I just want to bring up one thing quickly.

Gloria Steinem

She's on the Stonybrook board of directors.

Weird fucking coincidence.

attacking male and female relations

Worked here, most men hate women with a passion for what they did to us and the
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country.

[deleted] • 15 points • 27 September, 2018 10:24 PM 

You'd think we collectively learned from what happened in Russia post WW2. Fucking idiots.

Let's make Orwell fiction again.... Needs to be a hashtag

DarkSyde3000 • 2 points • 1 October, 2018 09:34 AM 

Even before that:

Biological Leninism

corinarh • 11 points • 28 September, 2018 12:41 AM* 

What a devil witch, she wants only 10/10 Chads to being able to be born and reproduce (80/20%
rule).

Rest of male population is worthless to her, she would love to genocide us all.

It reminds me of polish movie Seksmisja, it depicts fully feminized matriarchal society where men
doesn't exist anymore, out of sudden two men get re hibernated from sleep, females want to give
them death penalty just for being born as males, they discover that females are taught from birth that
every single inventor/explorer was female (while in reality all were male). All of this reminds me
ideas of her, except she want it to became reality.

BigBallsJamesHunt • 9 points • 27 September, 2018 11:06 PM 

Lmfao, unless the article is fake that must be the most mindblowing thing I read in my life, how can a
university program founded by a person with such an opinion even exist?

MadHatter4113 points 28 September, 2018 05:40 AM* [recovered] 

She is female AND LGBTQ. The pinnacle of privilege.

huhub • 2 points • 27 September, 2018 11:31 PM 

Does she want to keep only the Alpha Fucks? Lol.

It would be funny if it wasn't so sad.

Hoodwink • 2 points • 28 September, 2018 10:05 AM 

There's a lot more of this shit if you start reading 'feminist environmentalism' philosophy.

They only get away with this shit because no one takes women seriously. ;)

aftertheafter-party • 2 points • 28 September, 2018 08:14 PM 

This is a very disingenuous argument.

1) She was a founder of ONE of the FIRST formal university programs, not the founder of the area of
study. In fact, there is no mention of her AT ALL on the "Gender studies" wikipedia page.

2) What you are suggesting is the equivalent of saying, "X person founded the study of Economics;
therefore, everyone who studies Economics agrees with the opinions of X," which is patently absurd.

tanlkula • 182 points • 27 September, 2018 07:52 PM 

Male feminist, an expert on masculinity, degree in gender studies, was accused of sexual harassment.
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Textbook description of the type of people who are taking away our freedom of speech.

PS2Errol • 37 points • 27 September, 2018 09:30 PM 

Facist. That's the word you are looking for.

sokonoko • 33 points • 28 September, 2018 05:07 AM 

You know that fascists arent the only ones who were authoritarian right? Its cultural marxism, which
fascism happened as a response too. Stop operating in the their paradigm and using their ad
hominems.

systemshock869 • 3 points • 28 September, 2018 09:41 PM 

The only thing that separates their behavior from the textbook definition of Fascism is
"ultranationalism" which IMO could easily be replaced with "ultraglobalism" and have pretty
much the same connotation whereas the nation group is replaced with the unified Progressive™
in-group.

They use it as an ad hominem that doesn't mean anything to anyone with a triple digit IQ, but the
great irony is that they themselves frequently resort to actually fascist means to accomplish their
ends.

Omnidempotent • 25 points • 28 September, 2018 12:15 AM 

Hey, don't insult fascists. At least they have principles.

dr_warlock • 130 points • 27 September, 2018 08:03 PM 

Any guy that calls themselves an expert on masculinity is a guaranteed pussy lmao.

tempolaca • 45 points • 27 September, 2018 09:08 PM 

The only expert on masculinity that I respect is Mr. T

orcscorper • 22 points • 27 September, 2018 11:56 PM 

First name Mister, middle name the little dot, last name T.

PS2Errol • 6 points • 27 September, 2018 09:30 PM 

I pity the fool etc.

bsutansalt[M]  [score hidden] 27 September, 2018 08:27 PM stickied comment 

The real puzzling thing about masking our user figures is that mods can still see them in the about/traffic page.
The only reason they're masking this is so the public cannot view how popular a subreddit is. It's Orwellian to
say the least.

itiswr1tten • 47 points • 27 September, 2018 08:37 PM* 

Admins have learned a few things:

Bans create shit storms

This galvanizes a group and increases its numbers

"Permission to exist" creates control

They've done this very intelligently. Mask subscriber counts, hide from the front page and all = suppress
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discovery. I'm sure there are now firewalls against linking directly to quarantined subs, and overview pages
of users hide posts to quarantined subs.

It's careful thought policing. They've even taken an upfront stance and linked to the approved thought source
SPECIFIC TO THE QUARANTINED SUB.

Surprised it took this long. Time to get linked up in a new space and start over.

bsutansalt[M] • 33 points • 27 September, 2018 08:43 PM 

it all started with leftist subs being allowed to ban mention of other subs, all of which is against the site's
design. same with banning users from subs for having ever posted in other subreddits.

what's going to happen is there will be a flag day where a giant swath of the userbase (read: customers)
leave the site and go somewhere else leaving reddit a shell of its former self and an echo chamber for
those who remain.

the only question is where will the old membership centralize and when, not if, it'll occur.

Rian_Stone • 23 points • 27 September, 2018 08:52 PM* 

deleted 
What

 
is

 
this?

[deleted] • 6 points • 27 September, 2018 09:04 PM 

'regression to the mean' level growth.

My impression is that it would be 0 growth, since people could no longer stumble across the sub.
I mean.....there has been so much brigading lately, it would be nice for that to never happen again,
but I don't see any growth. I'm guessing it's a segue into a ban, thought, after the furor dies down.

itiswr1tten • 5 points • 27 September, 2018 10:55 PM* 

The difficulty with this Rian is it's not like putting the fraternity on double secret probation -
outside a really deep inner circle our connections are (intentionally and otherwise) really loose.
Without the in-person human interaction element the names I know here are just "nicks"
(revealing my age probably...). My boys and I would just regroup away from the administration's
clutches, and amusingly our allure to outsiders would become stronger from the meddling.

The advantage of an online community for the topic we're discussing is the same advantage
usenet and the like used to have - you are your ideas. Merit is based on the shit you type into the
ether. The disadvantage is just as obvious, our contributions lack connection to a real human
being. So when it gets killed eventually or there are no more noobs I think, "eh, that was nice
while it lasted. But I'm good." Flip side is if I could have KNOWINGLY convinced one more guy
to just go to the gym and question what he's told I would probably never quit.

It's genuinely difficult to be motivated to join another Treehouse of Misogyny (much less get the
newbs and developing characters to do so) when you really liked the existing structure or it was a
hobby (source: WAS's mod post in MRP on this topic). Not ready to offer a solution just yet. But
that's the problem.

I'll say one thing - they have to operate within a LOT of rules. They have shareholders,
advertisers, RMR goals to hit, etc. That's why they had to disable ads and gold in the naughty
subs. We don't have nearly as many rules....

Rian_Stone • 2 points • 27 September, 2018 11:16 PM* 
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deleted 
What

 
is

 
this?

destraht • 5 points • 28 September, 2018 05:05 AM 

Just curious if you think that there is anything to the new highly contested Linux Code of
Conduct that just got put into the kernel right when Linus went out for self-improvement?
Over the last few months I've seen a sustained multi-spectrum attack on a great many
media sources relating to my interests and it has me on guard. Now I didn't bring up the
Linux CoC so you wouldn't have been able to respond to that, but its exactly the larger
cultural issue that I'm concerned with while I was dodging the self-improvement aspect. I
don't see these developments in a vacuum spaced out over many months and years and so
I was trying to alt strafe that conversation to get to the meta conversation, which is simply
what I wanted to converse about.

The way that I see it is that we are twenty years into something and then suddenly
something happens. Why did it happen just at that moment? In a vacuum or without other
events then its just confirmation bias but if its a string of events then the many events are
more relevant to me than a single event. Its just kind of funny that all whole bunch of one-
off events are happening to the web pages and tech that I use, right? 2018 or something?

So that you don't get me wrong. I'll be fine, I have my degree, my experiences, my
notches, etc. I grew up essentially being banned from noticing anything and if the sky is
falling then I'm fine with that and I'll just get some cover.

itiswr1tten • 2 points • 27 September, 2018 11:28 PM 

That's not what I'm saying. You're deep enough to put your face out there - it's you and
Rollo there. What about everyone else? Maybe a purge is OK. Fuck, maybe a purge is
required. I think I'm coming around to your indifference.

[deleted] • 5 points • 27 September, 2018 10:38 PM 

I actually agree with you. Even in the short amount of time I've been here I've experienced
enough personal growth to be astonished by the negligence behind some of the questions. It
makes you wonder if some are paying attention at all when none of the mindset had sunk in to
navigate simple problems. And these are the people upvoting main thread posts.

[deleted] • 2 points • 28 September, 2018 09:44 AM 

Are there other message board websites that could be viable competition to Reddit? By this I mean
not only for a tolerant platform for the manosphere but for every other topic possible in human
existence. Sure there's 4chan but it has horrible formatting. As long as the majority of Reddit users
still feel comfortable in this site (either because they don't subscribe to the persecuted subs or they
just don't care about politics at all), I don't see Reddit crumbling down, not least in the near future (I
can say the same for Facebook and Twitter)

immibis • 3 points • 28 September, 2018 10:51 AM 

Voat, obviously. (It could go the same way, but I'd give it 5 years at least)

bsutansalt • 4 points • 28 September, 2018 11:22 AM 

Voat is a valid alternative to reddit in general, but if anything happens here we're moving to
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TRP.red so we won't be beholden to anyone.

What I'd like to see is a 100% free-speech platform that doesn't curate content at all. The only
time something would be removed is if the police required it because the content breaks the
law. THAT is what reddit was intended to be by the creator, but he's been dead for a while
now.

We_Are_Legion • 34 points • 27 September, 2018 08:57 PM* 

Our visitor numbers must have decreased too. This post should easily be above 100 points.

I'm guessing TRP is disconnected from our 300,000 readers until they individually come back here and say
they want to opt in again. TRP is not in my "home" feed either, which is pretty subscriber based, and
shouldn't have affected.

That means, our sub no longer reaches users just browsing reddit. They have to first opt in, and then
come here explicitly through the URL each time they want to read.

ELI3k • 7 points • 27 September, 2018 10:18 PM 

I'm guessing TRP is disconnected from our 300,000 readers

For me I just got weary of the bickering between the guys here that are almost completely on the same
page but just have to convert each other to their particular hairsplitting nuance. It’s the same semantic
pipul over and over again. It’s all so tiresome.

[deleted] • 3 points • 27 September, 2018 08:59 PM 

Do stickied posts typically get as many upvotes? I know I personally don't upvote stickied threads, just
because it doesn't really do anything.

[deleted] 27 September, 2018 08:46 PM* 

[permanently deleted]

HydraSmores • 18 points • 27 September, 2018 08:59 PM 

Was going to give this comment a gold but that's not allowed either. Freedom of speech now requires
actual speech rather than just typing and clicking.

[deleted] • 7 points • 28 September, 2018 09:46 AM 

Who knows in the near future people will actually get arrested for verbally talking topics that are not
in line with the PC agenda. Slippery slope is no longer a fallacy

[deleted] • 2 points • 2 October, 2018 01:45 AM 

Don’t give gold; it’s a useless thing which gives Reddit money

iLLprincipLeS • 11 points • 27 September, 2018 09:42 PM 

Take a print screen of the page for the history book. If the censors are really on the right side of history as
they think they are, this will be presented 50 years from now as a victory against the patriarchy in their
propaganda, but if they're not.. their page will look like https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rosa_Luxemburg

PS2Errol • 8 points • 27 September, 2018 09:29 PM 
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They apparently think that people come here because other people come here. Whereas infact most would
come here even if only ten people were members.

TheStoicCrane • 3 points • 27 September, 2018 10:58 PM 

The female hivemind mentality never fails.

Dnuts • 11 points • 27 September, 2018 09:26 PM 

I was here at the beginning and I'm here at the end. It's been a pleasure fellas...

newName543456 • 311 points • 27 September, 2018 07:25 PM 

"How dare you self-improve? Stay pathetic, you little manchild"

rebuildingMyself • 168 points • 27 September, 2018 07:46 PM 

The place for a man (according to these clowns) is to be spending all energy/money improving some random
woman's life, not his own.

dr_warlock • 32 points • 27 September, 2018 11:16 PM 

The economy wouldnt turn without that. Thats how civilization is built.

[deleted] • 46 points • 28 September, 2018 12:45 AM 

Civilization is built by masculinity, hence why all major civilizations have been hard patriarchies and
all matriarchies are irrelevant shithole tribes.

hixidom • 7 points • 28 September, 2018 04:35 AM 

wanna guess how civilization is destroyed?

cantFindValidNam • 79 points • 27 September, 2018 07:34 PM 

I'm still note sure what people don't like about the red pill

BBmolla • 104 points • 27 September, 2018 09:23 PM 

There’s a public image that the red pill is a subreddit dedicated to abusing women.

This subreddit literally helped me get my life back on track, I was so immasculated and unhappy, I was
following society’s rules but it wasn’t giving me fulfilling relationships.

There’s some serious irony in the thing they linked because this was one of the first places to teach me
masculinity is okay.

I don’t agree with every single thing posted here but for the most part this subreddit is positive and
helpful.

[deleted] 28 September, 2018 02:23 AM* 

[permanently deleted]

[deleted] 27 September, 2018 09:23 PM* 

[permanently deleted]

[deleted] • 7 points • 27 September, 2018 10:48 PM 

It's about becoming independent men; again, dangerous.
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Dangerous....and panty wetting.

Quo21052 points 27 September, 2018 09:00 PM* [recovered] 

Society is built upon the idea a man works for it. Acts of selflessness and sacrifice are portrayed
everywhere from religion to media, because it benefits those in power.

If said man becomes self-aware he doesn't have to sacrifice his happiness for others and stops obeying
"morality", a lot of the bullshit going on today can't continue. The beta bucks, the overstrained
slaveworker, the obedient castrated man, they would be gone. So they do this.

destraht • 2 points • 28 September, 2018 05:27 AM 

For me the correct term is tithing. I like to tithe helping out very personal causes once in a while and
right now that means help somebody X or buy a new tablet. Right now for example I wouldn't feel
very good about myself if I didn't do one particular thing. That isn't exactly sacrificing unless I'm
entitled to have the latest tech or that I'd even notice the loss. Sacrificing, no.

Thor-Loki-1 • 17 points • 27 September, 2018 11:53 PM 

Simple.

The women don't like the game being run on them. This is a strategy where we see everything about
them, and do what's needed to overcome.

They want the 20% to be there, naturally. Not made.

rebelde_sin_causa • 3 points • 28 September, 2018 05:23 PM 

Me either. All I see here is men improving themselves. What's objectionable about that?

[deleted] • 3 points • 2 October, 2018 01:57 AM 

Some consider us sociopathic. Considering our focus is male sexual strategy, and the concept of ‘game’
overlaps with the admittedly manipulative PUA community, some people believe TRP to be men who
take advantage of female vulnerabilities. This is, in my opinion, a valid but overblown concern,
considering women openly discuss strategy to ‘finesse’ men for resources.

Others are simply turned off by the anger-phase guys who tend to express their fury at women for their
own nature of hypergamy. It comes off as misogyny in the same way as “men are trash” feminists come
off as nutty misandry, because they are. Anger phase is an accepted part of TRP, but the rage posts and
comments are not, and it looks bad even through mods do their best to clean them up.

[deleted] • 29 points • 28 September, 2018 12:47 AM 

Leftists tend to hate anything that has an image of being strong, good and successful. They hate America,
they hate Western civilization, they hate white males, they hate rationality. The reasons that leftists give for
hating the West, etc. clearly do not correspond with their real motives. They SAY they hate the West because
it is warlike, imperialistic, sexist, ethnocentric and so forth, but where these same faults appear in socialist
countries or in primitive cultures, the leftist finds excuses for them, or at best he GRUDGINGLY admits that
they exist; whereas he ENTHUSIASTICALLY points out (and often greatly exaggerates) these faults where
they appear in Western civilization. Thus it is clear that these faults are not the leftist’s real motive for hating
America and the West. He hates America and the West because they are strong and successful.

[deleted] • 242 points • 27 September, 2018 08:53 PM 
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Well - if this sub does get banned, I want to thank you all for being the push I needed to get off my ass.

You helped me lose 45 pounds, from 200 to 155, then bulk back up to 170 with a healthy amount of muscle. My
life now revolves around the gym and what I eat and maintaining my health. I also discovered that I had
hypothyroidism and TRT was a good option for me.
I went from depressed and wanting to get hit by a car just so it would all end because I was too much of a pussy
to do it myself to genuinely wanting to experience more, get out there, do stuff. I'm not perfect yet, but so, so
much better, happier, and glad I'm alive.
I added about 50% to my income can actually afford to save, go on vacation, take bigger chunks out of my
student loans.
I have success with women again. I went 3 years without a single date. I couldn't match anyone but landwhales
online. Today, I'm having to try to figure out how I'm going to fit meeting 4 new women into one week.

Thank you thank you thank you!

destraht • 89 points • 27 September, 2018 10:21 PM 

Oh well, time to get fat again. It was a good run but they won. /s

SlyGradient[M] • 58 points • 28 September, 2018 12:59 AM 

Regardless what happens to the subreddit, you can rest assured we are not going anywhere.

redpillschool[S] • 26 points • 28 September, 2018 02:08 AM 

+1

gains_o_clock41 points 28 September, 2018 01:02 AM* [recovered] 

18 year old here. Discovered when I was 16/17. Considered myself to still be learning till this happened. I'd
like to say thank you to everyone on here that has made my life so much more meaningful and made me a
happier and better person overall. I worked on my body and health, my mind and mindset, academics and
relationships just to mention a few things and everything improved. I can look people in the eye now, I have
a firm handshake and stand up for myself. I also used to be soft like OP and I'm still working on it but am
nowhere near what I was thanks to you guys.

Many of you will never know the impact you've had on my life and will continue to have as I grow older. I'm
very grateful I found this resource so young and before this quarantine BS. I could see you out at a restaurant
or at fricking Home Depot and you'd never know you helped me out so much with my life with one post you
wrote up in 15 minutes a couple of years ago. I figured at some point I will have to leave this community and
forge my own way as a man so I guess this is the beginning of the end, or the end of the beginning.

Thank you guys for your help I love you guys (nohomo). Make sure you guys stay lifting, make eye contact,
firm handshakes, stand up for yourself, read books, go on adventures, don't be gay, lift weights, put your
phones down, love everyone, meditate, work hard as hell, and lift.

Good luck to everyone with their journey, and may God help us through these tough times society is in.

[deleted] • 5 points • 28 September, 2018 01:12 AM 

I wish I could have discovered it at your age. I discovered it 2 years ago at 28. If I learned about it at 16,
and accepted it, I would have been a damn millionaire.

daffy_duck233 • 3 points • 28 September, 2018 04:12 PM 

Well now you get to be a millionaire at 44!
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The_Doctor122 • 2 points • 29 September, 2018 02:33 PM 

I'm sixteen, and I found this sub just a month ago, guess I was a little late. I'm improving myself though,
slowly but surely.

invisiblephrend • 29 points • 28 September, 2018 04:11 AM 

I went from depressed and wanting to get hit by a car just so it would all end because I was too much of a
pussy to do it myself to genuinely wanting to experience more, get out there, do stuff. I'm not perfect yet,
but so, so much better, happier, and glad I'm alive.

this is what really pisses me off. i was a victim of child abuse and constantly getting taken advantage of by
people in my life because i had no self worth and sought it in others. a lot of people here probably don't
wanna admit it, but i'd probably be dead by now had i not found this place. this sub is literally saving lives.

thanks, reddit. thanks a whole fucking lot for "protecting" us from open dialogue. thanks for showing the
world just how pathetic and weak you crybaby liberals have truly become and who the real enemies of free
speech are in this society. assuming you ever find out what a vagina feels like, i hope the red pill hits you in
the worst fucking way in the most nightmarish divorce any man, woman, or child could ever dream of. i
hope you feminazi cunts get stuck with kids you feel nothing for while you're fat, lonely, and on the wrong
side of 25 wondering why the guys never give you the attention you once had at 16. only to watch your kids
grow up to be degenerate trash because you were too busy whoring around with your girl power to get them
a father figure in their lives.

MobileRedditOnly2 points 28 September, 2018 05:27 AM* [recovered] 

Fuck, reddit went to shit fast.

invisiblephrend • 6 points • 28 September, 2018 06:11 AM 

it's fucking disturbing dude. people here are actually taking pride around here in supporting
censorship. they're proud to silence ANYTHING that they don't agree with and if you have a problem
with that, then clearly you are racist or a sexual degenerate. they don't even sugar coat it anymore,
they're that brainwashed.

MobileRedditOnly6 points 28 September, 2018 06:14 AM* [recovered] 

It's a fucking travesty.

I remember this country in the 80s and the attitude was "this is America, do what you want man"
to "better check if that's legal now" and the fucking leftists and communists taking over socially
without being ostracized like they're supposed to be.

What the hell happens to my country?

invisiblephrend • 7 points • 28 September, 2018 07:00 AM 

dude, i remember when people with neon hair were metalheads, punks, and goths. people who
adamantly rejected fascism, censorship, and corporate greed. my people! now they (young
people today) are the sociopaths who are working for the man and are too goddamn stupid to
even realize it. every time i see some cyan-haired half faggot hipster walking down the street,
i want to bash him against the wall to some napalm death.

SwoleyMoleyFrijoley • 324 points • 27 September, 2018 07:04 PM 

This is some 1984 bullshit.
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[deleted] • 74 points • 27 September, 2018 09:43 PM 

Also, Amazon banned 9 of Roosh's books a few weeks ago... very 1984

dr_warlock • 46 points • 27 September, 2018 11:13 PM 

Right before his book release. Twitter also locked Milo Yianaopollis' account right before his tour. It was
premeditated with strategy in mind.

Tufton68 points 27 September, 2018 08:33 PM [recovered] 

Freedom is Slavery

Ignorance is Strength

CensorThis111 • 33 points • 27 September, 2018 07:21 PM 

Maybe users can start taking real red pills now instead of all this thirst-quenching shit all day long.

[deleted] • 6 points • 27 September, 2018 09:43 PM 

You can still post whatever you want though?

It's just filtered so advertisers and normies don't see it

SwoleyMoleyFrijoley • 3 points • 28 September, 2018 01:13 PM 

It is a first step to banning. Much like a woman, if you give them an inch, they'll take a mile.

nicethingyoucanthave • 71 points • 27 September, 2018 11:35 PM 

Want to see something funny?

If you log out and check your comment history, you wont be able to see any posts you've made to TRP. What
that means is, nobody else can see them either. What that means is, when you drop a red pill on someone in a
different subreddit they are no longer able to view your post history and respond with, "ZOMG! A
TRPER!!"

LOL. We're free! The reddit admins have made it impossible for blue pillers to follow us around and poison the
well when we post on reddit! From now on, if you see someone mention TRP on reddit you can say, "what's
that? Never heard of it" and nobody can prove you wrong, because they can't see your posts here!

immibis • 22 points • 28 September, 2018 10:59 AM 

Sure, for the next 2 weeks before it's banned without warning.

ThePantsThief • 13 points • 28 September, 2018 07:42 AM 

It's honestly a gift as long as we don't get nuked. The only people here are people who want to be, and
everything you said.

We_Are_Legion • 186 points • 27 September, 2018 07:44 PM* 

It's a matter of time before we're entirely removed.

To delay the inevitable, I'd like to ask fellow readers: Do NOT to send admins
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angry and hateful messages.

Instead... Go apply what you learned, improve your life, avoid the dangers.

This is a lesson on the decline. As for reddit itself, You may register your discontent and concerns if you have
them. But do not give them the self-satisfaction and the vindication they need to ban us outright.

Instead, turn the other cheek. Us 300,000 are, in fact, powerless here. Angry mails is the type of protest that will
not accomplish much. It will actually hurt us. In this struggle, PR is everything. Dignity is important.

What we can do though, instead of lashing out and justifying them, is Satyagraha.

This community is very creative and thoughtful. Resist by remaining resolute in who and what you are.

[deleted] • 30 points • 27 September, 2018 08:15 PM 

I'm afraid that's already happening....this should be up top, imo.

I've decided on my response. I'm going to lift, grapple, approach, escalate, isolate, and spin plates like
nobodies business.

[deleted] • 3 points • 28 September, 2018 12:22 AM 

What we can do though, instead of lashing out and justifying them, is Satyagraha.

This community is very creative and thoughtful. Resist by remaining resolute in who and what you are.

Aka our frame is stronger than theirs. This is easy shit. No need to get upset about things we expect to
happen and can not control.

send_nasty_stuff • 3 points • 27 September, 2018 09:55 PM 

Have you guys considered allowing more political posts or at least throwing a sticky up to direct people to
(insert sub suggestion) and (insert debate sub suggestion). There are many red pill users that haven't taken all
the pills and this sub has always stayed out of that fray but the enemy is forcing your hand. If we are men of
values and courage we shouldn't back down from a fight.

What's more of a big fuck you to leftist redditors then waking up a third of a million people to (insert
dissident political ideas related to recent quarantines.)

destraht • 6 points • 28 September, 2018 12:03 AM 

I like it, but perhaps its better to allow the community leaders more time to process this. For example, if
they are smart they will now upgrade their server since it doesn't feel like it will handle a shit load of
people on there at once.

destraht • 4 points • 27 September, 2018 09:47 PM 

I believe that this will really benefit the community and especially people who have just found their way
here. What this will accomplish is making tens of thousands of more men just get it and they will know what
they are up against for the rest of their lives. In my life the big ones were 9/11, Ron Paul 2008 and living in
Ukraine during Maidan and the war. So men new to all of this will have found this subreddit and learned
valuable lessons that changed their lives and then it will be taken away from them. At this moment they'll
just get it and then they'll view hyper-liberal SJW not with grumpy suspicion but with utter contempt. In this
moment the people who make up the system become just a bunch of quacking heads. That is a monumental
achievement.
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pill_miner • 7 points • 27 September, 2018 08:25 PM 

Our side is always on the defensive. They ban us, doxx us, harass us, accuse us of ridiculous things and we
always try to defend ourselves. Doing the same and expecting different results isn't going to work. We have
to turn the tables on them somehow or we'll be exterminated and no one will care.

karmalizing • 5 points • 28 September, 2018 12:07 AM 

It's owning property and guns and intellectual property and resources and tribes and web sites irl.

pill_miner • 44 points • 27 September, 2018 07:30 PM 

I've been a lurker for years. Haven't even commented due to the stigma because I'm a coward. I've learned a lot
here. See you all somewhere else I guess. Reddit is simply not for discussing anything relating to politics or
culture as there is only 1 Correct Opinion allowed. What a fucking joke, they even tell us to read about "positive
masculinity".

Is it possible for trp.red to be shutdown? I wouldn't be surprised.

CHAD_J_THUNDERCOCK • 17 points • 27 September, 2018 10:00 PM 

Hosting companies shut down alt right websites when Charlottesville happened. Broke their own TOS and
the law to do it. The sites did not support violence. All the old rules are out and deplatforming is increasingly
used. Look at how all big tech colluded to shut down infowars on the same day. Worrying.

pill_miner • 10 points • 27 September, 2018 10:09 PM 

Being censored is a rite of passage at this point. I become suspicious of any right wing content that they
don't go after. Makes me suspicious looking at "approved and safe" right wing stuff.

VoxVirilis • 93 points • 27 September, 2018 07:26 PM 

Clicked on the Stony Brook link just to see how bad it is. Second image in rotation is about the "UN women
Champions of Change".

"Positive" masculinity indeed. /s

Azor_AHYPE • 68 points • 27 September, 2018 08:20 PM 

It's pathetic. I used to believe in this "positive masculinity" before and I was way more angry and depressed
because of it. I didn't lift ("You don't need to be muscular, it' vain. Just be yourself!!!!"), I couldn't approach
any girl ("It's not polite to approach a girl when she is doing X, Y and Z. Leave her alone you freak!"), I
lacked ambition ("Power will not increase your happiness, only a nice relationship with an Amazing
Independent Girl™ and 2 children will make you happy") and wasted my days daydreaming ("Everything is
going to be all right! No need to worry or take action!").
Fuck that shit, it's not healthy. Your masculine energy needs to be used productively, not repressed.

[deleted] • 21 points • 27 September, 2018 08:27 PM 

Def. Muscles are key. Hit on any woman in any situation that you'd like to.

We_Are_Legion • 53 points • 27 September, 2018 09:05 PM 

Was thinking the same thing. Whatever their intention was...

that UN WOMEN group shot...
the "Why Gender Equality Is Good for Everyone"...
"Guys Who Get It: The Men of the Women’s Movement"...
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The "Expert on Masculinities"

I swear, I've been here so long it seemed dystopian. Like I've been caught on TRP and sent to re-education.

VoxVirilis • 22 points • 27 September, 2018 09:14 PM 

Don't forget the one about teaching your son to be a "good man" and not a "real man".

I'm with you on the dystopian vibe. The scary thing to me is that it all seems to be the work of this
Michael Kimmel fellow. One misguided soysucker masquerading as a whole new wing of gender studies.

karmalizing • 2 points • 28 September, 2018 12:11 AM 

The saddest part to me was reading cuck blog posts on Playboy.

PS2Errol • 16 points • 27 September, 2018 09:31 PM 

Women talking about 'what it means to be man' or similar should be automatically ignored.

[deleted] • 9 points • 27 September, 2018 09:31 PM 

Jane Fonda is literally on the advisory board.

dr_warlock • 15 points • 27 September, 2018 11:25 PM* 

How to be a man.... by some woman.

jiveraffe5 points 28 September, 2018 05:01 PM [recovered] 

She's on the board of directors.

Of the 14 directors seven are female. The Men's Dept. (or whatever you want to call this cuckhive) is led
by 50% females. Which is still better than any Gender Studies/Feminist hivemind that proclaim
"equality", but still, for something that's supposedly focused on masculinity there sure are a load of
bitches hanging on.

Isn't it interesting how women are always the ones defining what masculinity is? "A real man ____." Can
you imagine the reverse?

[deleted] • 2 points • 28 September, 2018 05:18 PM 

Let's call it what it is - womansplaining.

TRP_Scepter • 123 points • 27 September, 2018 07:11 PM 

It's the beginning of the end. This forum has improved me so fucking much and I'm happy to have stumbled
upon it. Even if we move to another place- it won't be the same.

clausternn • 25 points • 27 September, 2018 07:32 PM 

Right? And I only just became active here two months ago. Sorry guys, this is my fault.

kittyclaw200 • 18 points • 28 September, 2018 02:57 AM 

Serena soy boy reddit hubby saw shit written about her and is throwing a hissy. Shit started going down
right after that.

Tossaway_no1million6 • 6 points • 28 September, 2018 12:10 AM 

No, I think it's my fault. Been lurking for about 8 months, only signed up and subscribed last week. MY
BAD.
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193229 • 41 points • 27 September, 2018 09:19 PM 

Think of the young guys who now will never have access to this resource.

They want to keep men beta.

fatherkimothy • 11 points • 28 September, 2018 03:32 AM* 

deleted 
What

 
is

 
this?

clausternn • 8 points • 28 September, 2018 12:07 PM 

The documents in the sidebar are saved here and here.

So consider browsing the actual posts on the actual subs (this main one as well as asktrp) while you
still can, and leave the sidebar material for when you get bored of regular posts.

I'm not sure the asktrp sidebar is saved in those documents though, so if it isn't, be sure to read that
one. It's just as important as the main sub's sidebar, if not more.

karmalizing • 12 points • 27 September, 2018 07:22 PM 

Yep. Well you gotta leave the nest sometime.

HumanSockPuppet • 6 points • 27 September, 2018 11:45 PM 

It's the beginning of the end. This forum has improved me so fucking much and I'm happy to have
stumbled upon it. Even if we move to another place- it won't be the same.

You're right. It'll be better.

Whisper • 4 points • 28 September, 2018 01:26 AM 

Damn straight. Good enough is often the enemy of great.

[deleted] • 3 points • 28 September, 2018 12:18 AM 

That's the right god damn attitude right there. This is a catalyst. What happened back in the day when an
earthquake hit and destroyed a civilization? Did the men give up, or did they fucking mobilize and
rebuild society? Difficult times are the best times.

coin_pwr • 2 points • 28 September, 2018 06:43 AM 

If it gets shut down, which I have a feeling it eventually will. I am grateful for all the lessons I've learned
here. Once you've opened your eyes, you can't ever go back to the beta ways. It's life changing.

tanlkula • 110 points • 27 September, 2018 07:20 PM 

A bunch of grassfed feminist soyboys on the main page of that bullshit of a site promoting "Positive
masculinity". Not surprising. Its a wonder how TRP held on this long in a site such as Reddit, considering the
internet is full of millennial liberal far leftists, younglings who don't have a tiny bit of RP knowledge, feminists
and SJWs.

karmalizing • 82 points • 27 September, 2018 07:23 PM 

Positive masculinity == be a huge pussy, don't think for yourself, always put others needs first over your
own, be a cog in the wheel.
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It's simply a road map to being a loser who is perpetually taken advantage of.

tanlkula • 39 points • 27 September, 2018 07:37 PM 

I agree. You need to look at it from their perspective.

They WANT these kids to see masculinity as something toxic anyway. And they are successful. I can
totally see my former blue pill-self saying: "Yeah ban TRP, its a bunch of aggressive mean people." in
reaction to TRP being quarantined. Sad times.

KingSlapFight • 21 points • 27 September, 2018 09:11 PM* 

Irony being the "aggressive mean people" are just people talking about how to improve their lot in
life, and the "victims" are the ones with the power and control to censor them.

Edit: Wrote a word twice for some reason

[deleted] • 3 points • 27 September, 2018 11:27 PM 

It is a recipe to suck at life.

destraht • 16 points • 27 September, 2018 09:33 PM 

I think that this wouldn't have happened so soon if Trump had lost due to the wider perception shift around
that event. They would have continued believing that they were winning with their limited hangouts and
alienation strategies but when Hillary lost they collectively lost their shit and so they broke the game since it
wasn't working for them anymore. It was always going to happen, I'm just making an argument about why it
is happening right now instead of a bit later on. I personally think that its very positive that they are forced to
show their hand now rather than later and that we should congratulate ourselves on this. In a similar vein,
Ron Paul hasn't been working to save our current system so much as to have a post game when its time to
rebuild. I've now lived in Ukraine during the war and Colombia on the edge of the Venezuela crisis.
Welcome to the desolation. Welcome, welcome. Start thinking about the reconstruction on the other side of
this insanity.

lboog423 • 2 points • 29 September, 2018 05:34 PM 

I bet they also think David Hogg should be the leading role model on masculinity.

Auvergnat • 30 points • 27 September, 2018 08:01 PM 

Time for everyone to read their physical copy of The Rational Male instead of relying on the subreddit.

SwoleyMoleyFrijoley • 29 points • 27 September, 2018 08:10 PM 

Men are leaving the plantation. Can't have the blueprints to the prison available for study!

[deleted] • 55 points • 27 September, 2018 07:46 PM 

It's been an honor men.

See you on the other side.

redvelvet_oreo • 15 points • 27 September, 2018 08:12 PM 

See you on the front line! Or at the bar while I try to pick up a plate ;)

redpillschool[S,M] • 108 points • 27 September, 2018 07:46 PM 

We ask all members to remain calm, continue following reddit rules, and don't harass the admin or other
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members.

[deleted] • 17 points • 27 September, 2018 07:58 PM 

Want to notify you guys, it looks like the sidebar on the offsite backup is redirecting. Am I the only one it
does this to? https://www.forums.red/i/TheRedPill/

redpillschool[S] • 14 points • 27 September, 2018 07:59 PM 

I've backed up the sidebar since and will update it.

HeOpensADress16 points 27 September, 2018 09:05 PM [recovered] 

If someone made a book out of the sidebar i'd buy it and lend to my friends. Unless they start burning
books next year too.

BluepillProfessor • 14 points • 27 September, 2018 09:33 PM 

Don't give them any more ideas. They are already doing it digitally and using social media tricks,
bans, quarantines, you name it.

redhawkes • 10 points • 27 September, 2018 09:24 PM 

here sidebar AIO.

[deleted] • 5 points • 27 September, 2018 10:25 PM 

This is digital book burning as far as I'm concerned.

AnAbsoluteSith • 3 points • 27 September, 2018 10:08 PM 

My copy of Rational Male is currently making the rounds from bro to bro. I think I'm going to
buy a few copies and just distribute them.

destraht • 2 points • 28 September, 2018 09:01 AM 

I gave my my friend 1984 and No More Mr. Nice Guy when he was in county jail. He told me
that those books made their way around his entire room. Dude, did you get to the part about
the rats? That shit was crazy!.

Jake_le_Dog • 2 points • 27 September, 2018 09:17 PM 

There is one, please use the search function, as I can't help you right now with the details. It
doesn't cost a dime.

Another book out on this sub somewhere is The Red Pill Handbook, similar foundational stuff
within.

TheStoicCrane • 2 points • 27 September, 2018 09:28 PM 

Will it be as easily accessible as it is here? The Side bar is TRP's bread and butter.

[deleted] • 55 points • 27 September, 2018 07:32 PM 

From the quarantined description:

On a platform as open and diverse as Reddit

Heh. Sure.
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[deleted] • 28 points • 27 September, 2018 07:22 PM 

thank you all guys, it has been a pleasure

[deleted] • 25 points • 27 September, 2018 08:27 PM 

What being Quarantined also means is that even though I AM SUBBED TO YOUR SUBREDDIT, THE
ONLY WAY I CAN ACCESS YOUR SUB IS TO MANUALLY ENTER IT IN MY URL FIELD.

That's an insult. It means even though I know what you're all about and continue to participate here, I am not
allowed to seek out your content unless I jump through hoops to access it.

Fuck Reddit.

4matting • 2 points • 28 September, 2018 05:41 AM 

You can still add the subreddit to your dashboard, or add the shortcut. (They're right next to the subscribe
button)

[deleted] 27 September, 2018 07:10 PM* 

[permanently deleted]

JamzeNeu • 10 points • 27 September, 2018 08:01 PM 

Also those who can't access TRP from mobile, I made a post about it, visit my profile and go to "submitted".

check it out

TruthSeekaaaaa • 3 points • 27 September, 2018 07:15 PM 

Unfortunately on trp.red there isn't the whole sub backup

redpillschool[S] • 29 points • 27 September, 2018 07:26 PM 

It's pretty damn close- thousands of the top posts

https://www.forums.red/i/theredpill

We_Are_Legion • 16 points • 27 September, 2018 07:59 PM* 

Has someone appreciated your initiatives for TRP.red yet? Because your intuitions were dead on and
we should.

Are there any donation links you could share in this thread to help you with upkeep and
development? Do kindly share it here for me.

redpillschool[S] • 28 points • 27 September, 2018 08:14 PM 

If anybody feels inclined to help support our offsite page- which may very well become the
homestead of TRP in the very near future, here's a bitcoin address to donate to:

1Hyyva2G5aCJwNqYToGoCCGATVNMB81zk7

destraht • 6 points • 27 September, 2018 09:56 PM 

I feel like it would be nice if you stored emails using a one-way hash. It would be a little
tricky but it could be done using another temporary table that is cleaned often or at least
extracted to only offline access after the email verification goes through. The reason I'm
concerned about this is that due to how politics are going I feel that there is too massive of an
overlap with sexual strategy and male empowerment. So if someone hacks in and grabs the
email list then this community will really be at a disadvantage. I'm further concerned because
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the types of people who would want those emails are probably just about the meanest and
most terrible people in society.

redpillschool[S] • 5 points • 28 September, 2018 02:09 AM 

You know, I agree. We're dealing with spammers and trolls which is why we're dealing
with emails. But I want to find a better solution. Expect an answer from me about this very
soon.

destraht • 2 points • 28 September, 2018 02:23 AM 

I think that its fine to store emails for a period of time in the main tables but long term
is an issue, assuming people use their primary account.

You could either simply not ever store them in the main system and just store the hash
with an activation link and then pass that straight through to a mailing system, or
temporarily store the email for a period of time and then later zero it out. Its probably
worth at least backing up that data offline since it could be useful for figuring out who
is bad later on but if its accessible forever on the webserver itself then it becomes a
liability for the community. You should probably at the very least recommend that
people create a new email just for the forum and keep reiterating that point. Maybe
that is just a simple low tech way to handle this.

You guys are likely getting far more than you bargained for due to just how whacky
sex politics are these days, but so it is. They didn't quarantine the conspiracy subreddit
so that just shows how much more relevant you guys are to the screwing with the
power structure where it hurts.

redpillschool[S] • 3 points • 28 September, 2018 02:48 AM 

The thing is- people like getting responses in their email. And if they don't, they
forget about the site.

But requiring email has the problem of throwaways just to get in.

I want to fix this. I'm wary of emails being required. I will update you, but I think
we're going to lax that.

Voxmtl • 5 points • 28 September, 2018 01:15 AM 

You should also look into signing up to Brave payments
https://publishers.basicattentiontoken.org/

redpillschool[S] • 2 points • 28 September, 2018 02:09 AM 

Thanks for this.

ahackercalled4chan • 11 points • 27 September, 2018 08:06 PM 

thanks for staying ahead of the game on this

[deleted] 27 September, 2018 09:07 PM 

[permanently deleted]

redpillschool[S] • 7 points • 28 September, 2018 02:11 AM 
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Do me a favor, in lieu of a handshake, share trp.red so we can all make sure this keeps moving
forward.

flat_red • 2 points • 27 September, 2018 07:45 PM 

What about the threads from asktrp? There is some quality stuff in there, at least those from the
sidebar.

redpillschool[S] • 3 points • 27 September, 2018 08:04 PM 

https://www.forums.red/i/asktrp (although admittedly not as thorough of a backup)

[deleted] 27 September, 2018 07:21 PM 

[permanently deleted]

[deleted] • 3 points • 27 September, 2018 08:11 PM 

I have all my fav posts, TRP, Blackdragon, and the Good Looking Loser, saved in two places.

Frodolinador • 2 points • 27 September, 2018 09:10 PM 

Can you give me the link of your fav posts via pm? Thanks in advance!

tempolaca • 3 points • 27 September, 2018 09:10 PM 

Somebody please do a backup on a hidden TOR site. It's just a matter of time when the "feminists" attack the
backup sites too.

redpillschool[S] • 14 points • 28 September, 2018 02:11 AM 

Rest assured I have the backup sites databases backed up. If shit hits the fan, there will be a torrent of
everything.

Ether_Freeth • 3 points • 28 September, 2018 07:54 AM 

Can i just say you are on fucking point on this.

PS2Errol • 23 points • 27 September, 2018 08:18 PM 

Positive Masculinity = kneel before women while your testicles are gently cut off.

ifantoo • 44 points • 27 September, 2018 07:32 PM 

Subs for memes, movies, comics, sex gifs and everything else that maintain you a worthless beta follower, but
when you advice a man to be a real one who makes no harm and lives for his own now it's offensive

BigBallsJamesHunt • 7 points • 27 September, 2018 11:19 PM 

What do you mean by no harm? You harm all these women you seduce, as we all know that women don't
have their own free will and you can enslave them with your toxic masculinity voodoo magic. Thank god
I've found this gender studies article, now I can be a positive, masculine, depressed, pussy-whipped man, at
least I won't harm anybody!

huhub • 45 points • 27 September, 2018 08:40 PM 

I'm working on backing up the entire TRP subreddit starting from the newest posts. I hope I'll finish before it
gets killed by some rabid SJWs.
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It was an honor to meet you and learn from you. See you on TRP.RED.

redhawkes • 13 points • 27 September, 2018 09:06 PM 

Save the posts offline archive.is is doomed.

huhub • 15 points • 27 September, 2018 09:39 PM 

That's exactly what I'm doing.

Delirious_Solipsista • 9 points • 28 September, 2018 12:41 AM 

Please make sure to share that with us somehow when you are done.

[deleted] • 22 points • 27 September, 2018 08:16 PM 

It was due to happen, Reddit is done for free speech. TRP will move on and will continue to grow. Fuck'em.

tobleromay • 20 points • 27 September, 2018 09:50 PM 

reddit has officially gone off the SJW deep end. There is no longer any justification for their behavior. They're
just nuts.

ChrimsonChin988 • 35 points • 27 September, 2018 07:57 PM 

Let this be my last comment on my just over 4 yo old reddit account;

I've learned more from this sub than I could ever ask for

and of course, enjoy the decline

CHAD_J_THUNDERCOCK • 39 points • 27 September, 2018 09:25 PM 

For FUCKS SAKE. the admins have shut down all my favourite subs the last month. Destroyed literally millions
of man hours worth of content.

It is no coincidence this happened the exact moment of the Ford testimony for the Supreme Court nomination.

Like it was no coincidence all the right wing humour subs got banned when serena Williams had a meltdown
when she lost the us open final.

musteatmoremeat3 points 27 September, 2018 11:44 PM* [recovered] 

They think they can control the midterms through censorship, but this will backfire

LiveAFTSOV • 19 points • 27 September, 2018 07:08 PM 

I thought this was a meme when I first saw it.

Heads up, some people dont have access to the site at all.

I tried using several different browsers, 1 gave me the option to enter at my own risk, (this browser/account) .
The other 3 were denied access. Even an old EC buddy of mine says he is denied from accessing the red pill.

Hopefully the forums get more populated

Azor_AHYPE • 16 points • 27 September, 2018 08:30 PM 

gave me the option to enter at my own risk

It's insane. You think that you may find some really disturbing content here after reading that. But just take a
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look at TRP's front page right now. The most upvoted posts are about self-improvement and independence
("Why You’re Still Getting Shitty Results", "The key to relationship happiness is reasonable expectations",
"She's just your Girlfriend, she's not your Siamese twin. She's not your partner on a mission to Mars. She
doesn't control your oxygen supply", etc)

[deleted] • 6 points • 27 September, 2018 09:09 PM 

> The most upvoted posts are about self-improvement and independence

With massive brigading to boot.

CHAD_J_THUNDERCOCK • 2 points • 27 September, 2018 09:51 PM 

I might move to frog Twitter at this rate.

Also how is T_d running at this rate, admins must be about to pull the trigger on them too...

Nepech • 1 point • 27 September, 2018 07:26 PM 

My friend too couldn't access the site... it showed a random 500 error.

PS2Errol • 2 points • 27 September, 2018 09:38 PM 

What search engine? Try Duck duck or Quant.

destraht • 1 point • 27 September, 2018 10:14 PM 

HOLY SHIT! I use Firefox logged in under my account so I had to pass that "own risk" button. Then I fired
it up on Chromium without logging in and I'm getting just a blank content body with "500". That
corresponds to HTTP error code 500 for server error.

That is a trip because to me that seems to imply that the quarantine "feature" code isn't well baked and so
was added in a rush. That gets my gears spinning that they are panicking and very higher up forces are
yelling down at the dev team to do it right now or else.

I love this shit.

Random_throwaway_00037 points 27 September, 2018 08:09 PM* [recovered] 

In other cases, communities may be dedicated to promoting hoaxes (yes we used that word) that warrant
additional scrutiny, as there are some things that are either verifiable or falsifiable and not seriously up for
debate (eg, the Holocaust did happen and the number of people who died is well documented). In these
circumstances, Reddit Administrators may apply a quarantine.

Well, since we don't promote any hoaxes, I guess the only option left is that taking the RedPill is the equivalent
to denying the Holocaust. Nice one Reddit. I love how it's stated that our ideas are "not seriously up for debate".
Just giving more proof to the fact that they know they can't debate us, they would lose, hence they resort to
censorship every time.

“When you tear out a man's tongue, you are not proving him a liar, you're only telling the world that you fear
what he might say

George R.R. Martin

pill_miner • 10 points • 27 September, 2018 10:02 PM 

I don't get the "it's so clear that this is the case that we will never debate this" approach. If it is so obvious
what are they afraid of?
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PS2Errol • 8 points • 27 September, 2018 10:09 PM 

The problem is they can't argue with truth. So it needs to be silenced.

poohead3 • 2 points • 27 September, 2018 11:26 PM 

Why is the Holohoax unquestionable? I don't think anything should be free from scrutiny.

DzejSiDi • 18 points • 27 September, 2018 08:00 PM 

Wow, this is an elementary school teacher's level of problem handling.

"No no no, you're all wrong, be quiet, sit down and read this book about the-one-and-only-proper-view"
"because I say so" "Because I am a leredditadmin teacher and you're just a child"

Utterly lame.

PS2Errol • 9 points • 27 September, 2018 09:41 PM 

No, it's 1984 style. Next they will move to arrests, correction camps and then death for those who do not
comply.

[deleted] • 2 points • 28 September, 2018 12:19 PM 

Slippery slope is no longer a fallacy.

Feminists don't even have to physically take over the government, they just need to shame emasculated
males who are in office into doing their bidding.

[deleted] • 34 points • 27 September, 2018 07:17 PM 

Enjoy the decline, fellas.

CasaDeFranco • 3 points • 29 September, 2018 01:57 AM 

We will rebuild because we are men.

[deleted] • 14 points • 27 September, 2018 07:06 PM 

Were the fat shamers "quarantined" before they were removed?

Jetirk10 points 27 September, 2018 08:33 PM* [recovered] 

Yes, like antipozi and several others.

CHAD_J_THUNDERCOCK • 7 points • 27 September, 2018 09:48 PM 

I almost forgot about antipozi wow. That was so good. MDE filled in that hole in my heart until 2 weeks
ago when it was banned. Meanwhile literal communists are allowed to walk around waving flags, using
their real names, working in blue chip companies and dozing and harassing anyone they want.

I miss European still. They could not allow the migrant crisis to be reported though. Fuck reddit

destraht • 2 points • 28 September, 2018 12:20 AM 

Veritas is doing god's work now exposing lazy and treasonous "socialists" in the government. Its
quite an infestation.

TruthSeekaaaaa • 15 points • 27 September, 2018 07:07 PM* 

Is there a way to archive all, and I mean, the whole sub?
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redpillschool[S] • 13 points • 27 September, 2018 07:17 PM 

https://www.forums.red/i/theredpill is a pretty good archive of top rated posts.

[deleted] • 5 points • 27 September, 2018 07:22 PM 

I'm sure I'm not the only one who just registered over there....hopefully the servers will be good to go.

Stink-Finger • 16 points • 27 September, 2018 09:11 PM 

Fuck Reddit. I am so tired of these limp soy-based faggots.

Europe4ever • 30 points • 27 September, 2018 08:13 PM* 

I looked through their website.

They have released two white papers:
Gender Inequality in: STEM Fields and Beyond: The Case for Engaging Men and Boys.
Men as Allies in Preventing Violence Against Women: Principles and Practices for Promoting Accountability.

The center for studies of men and masculinity have so far focused on violence against women, not against men
and the favorite feminist talking point - STEM.

Their partners are no better:
http://genderjustice.org.za/
https://promundoglobal.org/
http://menengage.org/

Instead of focusing on the rights and well being of men(as women center claim they do for women) these sites
are all about gender equality and gender justice, but not justice for men - for women.

EDIT: Naomi Wolf is on the board of directors..

[deleted] • 13 points • 27 September, 2018 08:20 PM 

300,000 subs means its a "small" sub and normal everyday visitors would not want to see it. LOL

300k is straight mainstream.

TacoMedic • 14 points • 27 September, 2018 10:04 PM 

The overarching idea behind TRP is that each man should be the best man that he possibly can be. I honestly
don't agree with a lot of the principles that TRP stands for. Following some of the more popular ideas
perpetuating this community is an undeniably effective way to get laid, but a lot of them come at the cost of
losing some of your humanity. IMHO, anyway.



HOWEVER,



I have followed TRP for years across multiple accounts for a reason. Listening to an echo chamber of your own
beliefs makes you a weaker individual overall, so having communities to challenge my own position will always
be welcome as you can never stop growing or be too wise. I follow both politics and T_D for the same reason.
They're both echo chambers full of people that believe the other side are blundering idiots, but studying both
allows you to form your own opinions and ideas.



Freedom of Speech is the absolute cornerstone of Western civilization today and censorship should never be
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tolerated. This makes me so mad. I may disagree with a lot of you guys, but I signed up on trp.red today.

primatepicasso • 29 points • 27 September, 2018 07:12 PM 

Please archive the whole subb please

We_Are_Legion • 15 points • 27 September, 2018 09:05 PM 

I'm trying to go through my browser bookmarks and archive is not working.

Archive sites dont see the threads anymore, only the quarantine message.

ahackercalled4chan • 5 points • 27 September, 2018 09:16 PM 

damn! that is fucked up!! i was planning on doing the same when i got off work today.

guess I'm going to be saving all my bookmarks to pdf instead

TheTrenTrannyTrain • 3 points • 28 September, 2018 12:29 AM 

I don't understand, archive.is is a separate entity than reddit, so why can't you see your archive links?

My archive.is links are still working fine.

MentORPHEUS • 3 points • 28 September, 2018 01:10 AM 

My archive.is TRP pages are still active.

[deleted] 27 September, 2018 07:05 PM 

[permanently deleted]

PS2Errol • 31 points • 27 September, 2018 08:21 PM 

No, they understand it only too well. They see the power and understand that men saving themselves
presents a danger to their system.

Called_U_A_Fag • 7 points • 27 September, 2018 08:30 PM 

And fear what they can't conquer.

SpiritStatic • 28 points • 27 September, 2018 07:51 PM 

Hardly even surprising after some of the shit this year has produced.

It sure feels like all of the awful social politics are reaching a crescendo.

This isn't my primary account, but I've spent 2 years here on TRP. While not everything that's come through the
feed has resonated with me, it's undoubtedly empowered me with a real perspective on being a proper man.

Thanks for all the great lessons. Even if the sub gets deleted, I've already swallowed the pill.

[deleted] • 25 points • 27 September, 2018 07:59 PM 

The pendulum will continue to swing, I think things are going to get a lot more insane, and then there will be
a backlash that's bigger than MGTOW or TRP.

Stay calm, sit back and enjoy the show.

adool444 • 12 points • 27 September, 2018 08:24 PM 

Dude I'm Arab and pretty much against Right Wing politics, but whats happening lately with this and
sexual assault accusations is fucked up. Really makes me want to see Trump win again to piss those
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people off.

KingSlapFight • 21 points • 27 September, 2018 09:20 PM 

Really makes me want to see Trump win again to piss those people off.

I mean, that's pretty much why he won last time. Sure, there are some people who love Trump, but
most of his voters were more anti-Hillary than pro-Trump. And her camp turned out in way lower
numbers than what they were expecting.

The funny thing, is that they think Trump is so awful, the next election will be a slam dunk. This is
exactly how they behaved last time. Similarly, they are doing fucked up stuff and saying fucked up
things, which are pushing people out of their camp again. I swear, dems are experts at snatching
defeat from the jaws of victory.

[deleted] • 13 points • 27 September, 2018 09:19 PM 

I’ll see you all in he gulags!

WhiteGhosts • 12 points • 27 September, 2018 07:58 PM 

I am from Turkey and my president is Erdogan. Did he take over Reddit? Holy shit

isteppedinsjw • 12 points • 27 September, 2018 10:10 PM 

This just tells me they're scared. They know more and more people are turning away from their message, and
they're scared. They've gone from trying to control the narrative to outright silencing their opposition and they
aren't the least bit shameless about it. They're being bullies and if the act of quarantining this sub doesn't red pill
people, nothing will.

BluepillProfessor • 23 points • 27 September, 2018 09:19 PM 

What the ever living fuck? This needs push back. You need to hire an attorney and sue the fuck out of Reddit.
This is political, ideological, and gender discrimination under the California Civil Rights Act. If 10% of
subscribers all donated a dollar to a legal fund we would have power to pursue this with a California attorney.

destraht • 12 points • 27 September, 2018 10:28 PM 

Its too late. They are coming for everything in lurches and these companies are full of hyper-liberals and they
are largely based in states like California where it would take a very long time to resolve any of this. If they'll
flood my state with illegals just to lock up the vote then they will do a great many things to keep control of
the levers of thought control. I have a CS degree and 15 years of web dev so I'm going to have to take up my
calling of running the dark web. Its my time baby.

Here that?! I'm coming for you

Starfuckingman • 10 points • 27 September, 2018 07:42 PM 

Oh fuck fuck fuck fuck, time to save all these bookmarks I had FUUUUUUUCK.

tanlkula • 5 points • 27 September, 2018 07:59 PM 

I have a shit ton of content saved. We are doomed.

[deleted] • 6 points • 27 September, 2018 08:16 PM 

Saved? or bookmarked? I have my fav stuff saved, but the mods saved much more.
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SoulRebel99 • 11 points • 27 September, 2018 07:46 PM 

Love you my brothers, lets make this next step even better. Where ever it takes us.

nicethingyoucanthave • 11 points • 27 September, 2018 11:29 PM 

The link that they've placed in the yellow box goes to the page of a male feminist (Kimmel) who was recently
#metooed. LOL.

[deleted] • 10 points • 27 September, 2018 07:14 PM 

I was just in the middle of 2 great conversations, too. Really helpful stuff, man to man, guys sharing notes.

Random_throwaway_000 • 3 points • 27 September, 2018 08:14 PM 

Testing to see if you still receive notifications that someone has replied to your comment when in a
quarantined sub. Please comment back if so.

[deleted] • 3 points • 27 September, 2018 08:20 PM 

Yep, so far anyway. Hard to say how tolerable it would be to live behind the quarantine.....don't know
that I would, but already registered over at trp.red (and have all my fav stuff saved locally)

RedUtopia • 12 points • 27 September, 2018 08:16 PM 

Thousands of articles containing golden knowledge are going to be wiped out..

xelsui • 10 points • 27 September, 2018 10:53 PM 

This is just getting too far. theyre censoring everything that is good and free from the internet

DaphneDK42 • 11 points • 28 September, 2018 12:30 AM 

lol I just checked out the home page of that university. Their focus articles:

Guys Who Get It: The Men of the Women’s Movement ...

Activists Meet Researchers "Challenging Homophobia, Challenging Masculinities" ...

“When you have Angelina Jolie and Gwyneth Paltrow in the same sentence, well, people take note,” ...

Conservatives find out that women are studying toxic masculinity, meltdowns ensue

... Men as Allies in Preventing Violence Against Women

Angry white men' ...

This could be satire. Male feminists, toxic masculinity and Hollywood bimbos.

GayLubeOil • 29 points • 27 September, 2018 07:24 PM 

I don't understand why someone would antagonize a community of toxic masculine men and then post pictures
of himself and his location.

cantFindValidNam • 6 points • 27 September, 2018 07:39 PM 

GLO, what changed? https://www.reddit.com/r/TheRedPill/comments/4ft0pe/why_they_havent_banned_us/

GayLubeOil • 24 points • 27 September, 2018 08:57 PM 

There's an ideological push against us as a result of the supreme Court nomination.
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CHAD_J_THUNDERCOCK • 13 points • 27 September, 2018 09:57 PM 

This. The timing was right when Ford started testimony. So pathetic. Just like the week of right wing
subreedit bans that happened when Serena Williams had her meltdown US open loss.

[deleted] • 2 points • 27 September, 2018 10:28 PM 

I had the same thought. The timing does not seem coincidental.

Original_Dankster • 12 points • 27 September, 2018 07:52 PM 

If money (i.e. clicks and pageviews) was the reason to not ban us, then I would suspect that somehow,
from someone, more money became the reason to actually follow through with a ban. I wouldn't doubt
that in the culture war, our enemies are very well financed and they are willing to bribe a site like reddit
to make up any advertising loss incurred.

destraht • 2 points • 27 September, 2018 10:07 PM 

Modern news and social corporations only need to make enough money to cover a portion of their
operating costs. They can keep rolling up the captured baby boomers through stocks with a pathetic
P/E and then they'll just get round after round of "investment" from elite insiders once they have been
blessed with the gift of being the Thing. The big boys have been getting basically ZIRP (Zero Interest
Rate Policy) free money for approaching a decade now and this gets floated around to buy up the
country. There is just a lot more money to be made subsidizing thought control than running it as a
profitable business. Then if it makes money, fucking great but that is just a little perk in our system
over the dry USSR style propaganda that wasn't appealing outside of their territories. Its just a
roundabout way of centralized control with higher production values and sexier outfits. There isn't all
that much of a system left anymore like what people reminisce about.

TrouzzzerSnake • 9 points • 27 September, 2018 10:10 PM 

I lurk here on and off. There are some posts I strongly disagree with... but 80% of the content here is top notch.

I hope this sub lives on - it has a necessary message.

That, or I hope there's an exodus to a better site, and reddit takes a sizable hit to the wallet

BigBallsJamesHunt • 22 points • 27 September, 2018 07:26 PM 

Hahahhahahahahahahhaahahahahaha american freedom of speech, thanks god I live in a normal country

iLLprincipLeS • 8 points • 27 September, 2018 09:52 PM* 

Among not only religious conservatives who had their views bestowed upon them by the unconscious
process of cultural evolution, but also secular analysts who built their worldview from the ground up through
independent thinking, it's common to lament the modern destruction of what we could call civilization-era
sexual controls. Simply put: In the ancestral environment a small minority of men mated with the great
majority of the women, and most of the men were left out in the cold to live a harsh life of involuntary
celibacy. However, within civilization this natural fact about the human species has been traditionally turned
in its head, and a one-man-for-one-woman norm has been established: the marriage institution. Biologically
polygynous, yet culturally monogamous, the human species marched forward through the agricultural
revolution and then the industrial revolution. But it doesn't end there. What most people don't realize is that
this civilization-era system is starting to fall apart, and people are once again entering a more primitive form
of sexual organization where men separate into the haves and the have-nots. Pornography, anime,
prostitution, and other such devices might be useful to pacifying these have-nots and making sure to prevent
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too many of them from following in Elliot Rodger's footsteps. But this sudden unleashing of primal nature
within the modern urban landscape isn't without grave dangers for societal structure.

[deleted] • 4 points • 27 September, 2018 10:26 PM 

Reddit is a private company, and while their actions are despicable they have the right to do what they want.
We need a viable alternative that we can all go to instead.

iLLprincipLeS • 7 points • 28 September, 2018 12:10 AM* 

"Trending" is YouTube's "Editors' picks" and has nothing to do with everyone else's definition of
"trending"

[deleted] • 2 points • 28 September, 2018 12:27 AM 

You make some good points, but free speech and the first amendment might be the one thing the vast
majority of Americans agree on. The far-left obviously doesn't. The far-right obviously doesn't.
Despite what the media (run by the far-left) claims, most Americans view attacks on free speech as
abhorrent. Call it the silent majority, if you will.

The vast majority of people at my work are Democrats. I am one of maybe 3 people out of 100+ that
are not. That said, most (though, not all...) of them understand that they need to let people like Ben
Shapiro speak even when they disagree with them. Bill Maher even said recently that Alex Jones gets
to speak. More Americans share this sentiment than is reported.

Though this is bad, we are a long way away from choosing between silence and death. Plus, if the
first amendment fails we have our second. Peace.

EDIT: Fixed typo.

iLLprincipLeS • 3 points • 28 September, 2018 01:03 AM* 

Corporate-left’s attacks have all been ad-hoc to this point. Think of it as artisanal totalitarianism.
All communist heroes and no five-year plans. The entire process relies too much on individual
bolshevik valor. Normally it requires a twitter bugler to scream anathema, which may or may not
generate the necessary prog frenzy, which then induces the relatively slow corporate gears to
grind the offender into unpersonhood. It’s effective, but inefficient. And inefficiency is something
corporations can efficiently resolve. But they formal need policy and procedure.

The corporate-left or, for sake of accurate brevity, simply corporations require a task list, an
archive of social non-compliance, remediation metrics, service level agreements, and audit. They
need to know what consumer units are defective, how these defective units will be removed, and
what proactive steps are being taken to prevent their reintroduction into the production
environment.

The keystone to all of this is a registry, or an E-Verify on Legacy Americans. I presume this will
be called a Hate-List, or Justice-Sheet, or Nazi-Latte, or whatever the most actresses demand. The
intent being to maintain a list of untouchables. This will assuredly be managed by one or both the
SPLC and ADL. And once they secure IP addresses of hate-speakers from Internet providers, an
amply-populated catalogue will be available for broad corporate resolution.

It should be no small irony that the industries most highly regulated by the government will be
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those least moved to destroy the right. Thus I presume public utilities like gas and electric will be
available even to people who liked the country they were born into. Similarly, government-
examined banks are more likely to remain benignly aloof of the conflict. But Visa and Mastercard
will cancel accounts vigorously. Just as mortgage-companies, realtors, chain grocery stores,
restaurants, retail, Uber, Amazon, and any other enterprise that has a recognizable brand and thus
sensitivity to public pressure will likely join the effort. Many will join with glittery-eyed religious
rapture, while many others will join for the same reason conscripts joined the Red Army: Going
to war meant death was likely; refusing to go meant it was certain.

So I can imagine businesses plastering participation propaganda in every window as much out of
fear as enthusiasm. We participate in Hate-Watch. Keep America diverse! Those, increasingly
smaller, businessmen who decline to participate in the program—refusing service or employment
to any on the list and submitting to regular validation audits—will be prone to unexpected bouts
of hate themselves. Bill’s Dry-Cleaning doesn’t participate in Hate-Watch. Is this the type of
business we want in our community? No!

Obviously such a liberal utopia places power beyond the President in the hands of unelected,
intensely hostile (and ethnically homogenous) List administrators. This is, of course, the entire
purpose of being one. Such clawed-creatures will rapidly become the most feared in the country.
Though frequently fear may be allayed through generous financial contributions.

But for those less generously inclined toward mortal enemies, life can be made quite difficult
indeed. This as avenues for earning or enjoying a living become tightly constricted. And those
who presume their children won’t suffer from taint will be highly disappointed. Why should our
University accept the son of a registered hater when there are so many qualified foreign
applicants?

Perhaps most drolly amusing of all are the certain reactions. We can be sure democrats have lost
any aversion to blacklists; as such their enthusiasm will be extreme. As for the National
Review/Paul Ryan wing this tyranny of mass-colluding corporations will have only one possible
name: Free Enterprise!

Because if there’s no big-government coercion then conservative principles are intact, even if
conservatives are not. And if you don’t like what corporations are doing to you then just build
your own Internet backbone, data centers, payment rails, and global logistics chain. I mean did it
stop Sergey Brin, Jack Dorsey, or Jeff Bezos when they were denied income sources, commercial
outlets, and marketing platforms? I’ll just ask Senator Ben Sasse if he knows the answer.

In the meantime I’d like to imagine Jeff Sessions will stop making cookies and crawl out of his
tree before it comes to this. Plainly the Republican Congress will not be moved to action. And as
a result, are not long to be the Republican Congress. Though ignoring those dormant entities,
Trump needs to start issuing some highly motivational executive orders. Perhaps he will
understand the gravity of this issue when his own card gets denied at Mar-a-Lago.

Original_Dankster62 points 27 September, 2018 07:25 PM [recovered] 

Well - we all knew it was inevitable.

Another huge red pill out there: Look at what they're banning - pro-masculine content, and pro-right wing
content.

If you think you're red-pilled and you're also a leftist, you're wrong about one of those two premises.
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yumyumgivemesome • 21 points • 27 September, 2018 07:40 PM 

I just didn't expect it to feel so eerie like this.

[deleted] • 22 points • 27 September, 2018 08:08 PM 

It’s so obvious too. Why would they push reddit in this direction? The polarization is hilarious.

This won’t go over easy.

_Ulan_16 points 27 September, 2018 08:05 PM* [recovered] 

Sexual strategy has nothing to do with politic orientation

pill_miner • 37 points • 27 September, 2018 08:09 PM 

It does in this day and age.

adool444 • 4 points • 27 September, 2018 08:21 PM 

Dude no stop making it that way. There are plenty of men democrats that you want on your side.

Mewster1818 • 24 points • 27 September, 2018 08:56 PM 

But the Democratic party doesn't want RP members, especially with their current trend towards
identity politics.

karmalizing • 8 points • 28 September, 2018 12:08 AM 

lol, there really aren't. Sorry.

And I say that as a former left-libertarian, if the dems lost me, there's really no reason to stick
with them.

Original_Dankster • 13 points • 27 September, 2018 08:21 PM 

https://i.imgur.com/qU3lgaR.jpg

[deleted] • 2 points • 28 September, 2018 01:04 AM 

Except that it does. Women are natural leftists.

Metalgear222 • 7 points • 28 September, 2018 12:24 AM 

It's been real fam. See you all on trp.red

RedDespair • 9 points • 28 September, 2018 06:22 AM 

Stony Brook University

What kind of horseshit is this? Their front page is filled with beta cucks supporting women.

Haha it's filled with posts about how men support the women. It's a women's interest page disguised as men's

[deleted] 28 September, 2018 06:46 AM 

[permanently deleted]

TheImpossible1 • 14 points • 27 September, 2018 09:14 PM 

I'm guessing we're next. MGTOW here.
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They needed to keep their beta bucks I suppose.

Anyone done any analysis on their link yet? I feel like it wouldn't be hard to work out what they're doing.

buttgoogler • 7 points • 27 September, 2018 10:27 PM 

Shocking or highly offensive content my ass. No wonder most of the modern people are sensitive soyboys unfit
for the "shocking and highly offensive" world, smh.

curtainthrower • 5 points • 28 September, 2018 12:19 AM* 

It's been fun, guys. I never posted much here, but I found the community in high school and this subreddit
changed my life.

I knew reddit would get rid of TRP someday. It was too edgy, it was too much "dark enlightenment". In a time
when ideas are crimes and censorship runs high, this is only inevitable.

Peace out TRP!

johnyann7 points 28 September, 2018 02:37 AM [recovered] 

I've never understood why theredpill is so hated. It's the only men's advocacy movement that concedes and even
respects the ability of women to have agency over their own lives, and tells men to be better.

[deleted] • 6 points • 28 September, 2018 04:24 AM* 

If this was an elaborate scheme to get people to mentally prepare to hop off the tit and get down to business, it
would be ingenious. Anytime shit goes down in my life, I get laser focused and start adapting. With no more
TRP (or other places to congregate depending on how far this goes), we would all have to take what we know
right now and go forward into the world, reasoning and questioning, ultimately focused on getting the best
outcomes for ourselves.

Which is exactly what you guys want us to do.

I just find it amusing how the law of unintended consequences plays out. The attempt to snuff us out, while done
with the best of albeit misguided intentions, in reality unleashes hundreds of thousands of men in the making,
who will ultimately HAVE to step into the physical world and engage; while simultaneously affirming the
horrifying truths they have already digested.

Maybe they take us off the quarantined list and everything goes back to normal. Maybe TRP never grows past
300,000 members because it was just the incubator phase and the egg is about to hatch.

Who knows? Either way it's time to win with our actions, our significantly stronger frames, our indifference, our
independence, our amusement, our level-headedness and our intelligence.

BitOfALurker • 7 points • 28 September, 2018 07:13 AM 

If they consider this "hateful" towards women, fair enough. It does get a bit vulgar at times, however I noticed
the Feminism sub isn't quarantined. I've seen some incredibly hateful posts towards men over there, so obviously
this is a matter of identity politics and not about hate. If it was truly about hate plenty of subs on both sides of the
ideological spectrum would be included, but obviously this policy favors a specific side. Reddit has shown it's
true colors.

[deleted] • 6 points • 27 September, 2018 10:51 PM 

Almost never posted in this sub but what a disgrace to reddit. Reading Red Pill stuff significantly improved my
life and yanked me out of depression a few years ago. I became a better person for myself, my family and in my
relationships. What a shame. This was actually helping people.
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DavidJewenstein • 7 points • 27 September, 2018 10:55 PM 

Its time for men to find a way to take away women's "right" to vote or hold political office. Make no mistake the
timing shows this quarantining is about Kavenaugh and how they don't want men to be able to express our
opinion on this MeToo bullshit they're using as a Leftist political weapon.

[deleted] 27 September, 2018 11:16 PM* 

[permanently deleted]

[deleted] • 2 points • 28 September, 2018 01:16 AM 

The silver lining is that the men of this certain tribe are weak soyboys with no character, have a high rate of
miscegnation, and have a sub-replacement fertility rate.

RudeScarcity • 5 points • 28 September, 2018 08:39 PM* 

Hearing about this made me sad. Haven't been to r/TheRedPill in years but when I first came here I was in
depression, confusion, hopelessness, desperation for any answer but suicide. I didn't want to die but reality kept
kicking me in the balls every day. I was the kiss-less virgin introvert loser who friends all had dozens of
girlfriends or fwbs and made fun of for having 0 experience with women while already being a grown junior in
college with average looks. I suspect the people quarantining this have no idea how tough it can get for the
average guy out there brainwashed by modern society. Or those who simply don't know certain truths in life and
are playing the game following stupid rules.

I studied TRP trying to find out what I was doing wrong, only knowing that something is seriously wrong in my
life and its my job to find out what. The only thing I knew about PUA or anything like that was that women see
me as a nice guy. I was confused how this was a bad thing so never wanted to change myself. Then after
studying TRP it all made sense. I started lifting, running, stretching, eating better, fixing every single aspect of
my life you could possibly improve and striving to become the greatest man I could be. I ignored all PUA,
strictly followed TRP, nothing else. Everyone started treating me with respect and for the first time in a while I
felt like life was worth living, I got the attention of attractive women I would never have dreamed of in the past.
All the guys from everywhere, dudes I have never even seen around campus or heard of before came literally
begging me for advice about women. I had no idea women could act this way, literally squealing from me just
talking to them. I had no idea other men could look up to you with such high regard. I was a completely different
person from 6 months before TRP and 6 months after following it rigorously.

The Red Pill was the most empowering thing I have ever had in my life, I didn't follow every message I saw, I
took what I thought worked best for me and applied it to every day life the best I could, but I don't think TRP
deserved to be quarantined... nothing I have seen deserves this. Men will always be men, locker room talk will
always happen, if this disturbs you then don't read those threads, don't even bother coming to TRP at all? I have
never seen any truly sexist men on TRP, only misguided confused ones. TRP encourages men to love all women,
accept who they truly are, and treat them equally. Is this not what a feminist would want? I am seriously
shocked this could even happen, like what the fuck? TRP is nothing more than a self-help community, its not
even about women if this is why it was quarantined. Its to make guys feel less alone and teach them how they
can become victors in life too, or at least get them to not give up on life with no answers and turn to suicide.
There's nothing else as beneficial as this community has been to me in the entirety of the internet. I will never
forget how this community saved me.

This community helped me become the man I want to be, and see more important things in life past women.

Maybe it was inevitable, when I first learned about TRP I kept asking myself stuff like

"What will happen if this community becomes mainstream?" "How would people react to this?" "This is like
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all the stuff people would never ever say in real life, the taboo truth in a collection on the internet, isn't it too
much for anyone who comes across it to handle?"

Well, it looks like shutting it down was the answer. This community must have grown a lot since I first browsed
it, I had suspicions after I heard my older brother who doesn't use Reddit a lot mention it, then I knew for sure
when I started seeing the "Chad" meme used everywhere.

TRP is literally being censored because its becoming popular and its too controversial. This is how Net
Neutrality ends btw. This is how people begin to breach the first amendment, a crime against not only
TRP but mankind itself. TRP goes against everything society teaches men and women, the way everyone
expects men to act so they want to delete it's subreddit out of fear of it being true. OUT OF FEAR THAT
INDIVIDUALS, MEN WILL DECIDE WITH THEIR OWN FREE WILL TO CHOOSE THE RED
PILL RATHER THAN WHAT THEY'VE ALWAYS KNOWN AND BEEN TOLD BY SOCIETY FOR
THEIR ENTIRE LIVES. Every other controversial subreddit can exist but if you become too
controversial, question peoples ingrained beliefs you get kicked out of society, or in this case Reddit.

Next thing you know TRP gets banned from the internet.

This is nothing new, TRP already knew this would happen because TRP understands exactly the way the world
works. Meninism? no, that's not the answer. Don't let this stop you, keep your frame. Look at the bigger picture.
They can delete the subreddit or erase TRP from the internet but they can't erase your mind, your frame, and
how clearly you see everything now. Reddit is just one dumb discussion website. Out of millions that can be
made to replace it. In the grand scheme of things it is... nothing. It just happens to be the most popular one.
Every website is nothing. What's most important is you practice it in your life and find happiness. As long as you
do this no matter what anyone says or does TRP will never die. Do not side with the people who would censor,
commit genocide, kill millions and millions of others simply for thinking different, harmless things.

Use this as a learning opportunity, this is how the real world is too. We like in a uniquely shitty world worse
than any fiction ever imagined. However we just can't see it because we don't want to think that negatively.
There are still a lot of truly blind and closed minded folks out there who can read all TRP they want but never
understand it, everything will never click in their minds and the world will never come full circle. Thus they
rationalize censorship being the right thing, justice, when in reality it is... a great evil.

A_Bandini9 points 27 September, 2018 09:39 PM* [recovered] 

Not surprised at all. Reddit moderators/higher-ups = the biggest bunch of limp-wristed, soyboy cucks the world
has seen. Absolutely fucking pathetic.

[deleted] 27 September, 2018 07:34 PM* 

[permanently deleted]

redpillschool[S] • 12 points • 27 September, 2018 07:43 PM 

fragilewhiteredditor remains. Fascinating.

redpillschool[S] • 2 points • 27 September, 2018 07:43 PM 

fragilewhiteredditor remains. Fascinating.

adool444 • 2 points • 27 September, 2018 08:18 PM 

"see resources on positive masculinity" with a big "Leave this community" sign wow

dr_warlock • 5 points • 27 September, 2018 08:21 PM 
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Is there a way to export your whole comment history as a text file?

redpillschool[S] • 3 points • 27 September, 2018 08:44 PM 

Only from what I've archived.

dr_warlock Posts CSV

dr_warlock Comments CSV

[deleted] • 4 points • 27 September, 2018 08:42 PM* 

https://i.imgur.com/U8rKVAM.png <- in your user profile

This is a little ridiculous

MaelMordaMacmurchada • 6 points • 27 September, 2018 10:14 PM 

Hahahahahahahahahaha

You can't make this shit up TBH I'm more "shocked and offended" to see that those faggots doing undergrads in
the College of social justice actually got employed in some capacity

How very generous of them to make only 50% of the masculinities board of directors women.

On a side note, dear mods, it might be an idea to run sidebar posts again like before to maximize impact and
retention for any inquisitive minds coming here once word gets around about this "quarantine". Not to compare
the two communities but incels did get a maaaasive traffic boost when they were restricted/banned the first time,
and while the posts on the top right now are unusually consistently good, the sidebar is a high bar and is what
hooks us all to start with.

Thor-Loki-1 • 5 points • 28 September, 2018 12:02 AM 

What the LITERAL FUCK is this Stony Brook BULLSHIT?

It's the absolute opposite of positive masculinity. It's decidedly anti-male, anti-masculinity.

Ah well. Time to move to the next platform.

igorhw • 4 points • 28 September, 2018 12:32 AM 

Who the hell is downvoting this? refresh and see reddit lowering the vote system so it appears lower than it is...

Tofimaster • 5 points • 28 September, 2018 12:39 AM 

Another pathetic attempt at censorship from the "establishment".

It doesn't matter. TRP has served it's purpose - this term is already mainstream and it's being used on a regular
basis. Red Pill has accomplished it's goal and that's what's important.

Thank you all for being a part of this, we've truly done something incredible. Almost 300.000 subscribers, that's
300 000 men whose lives have been changed for better. Live your life freely and spread the message in your
private circle, we've already won.

Peace.

[deleted] • 4 points • 28 September, 2018 09:18 PM 

I say we revamp the trp.red page so that it looks more visually appealing, user-friendly and mobile responsive.

I have some experience coding on the web, I can help with that.

primatepicasso • 3 points • 27 September, 2018 07:10 PM 
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Whoooo goood fucking lord bro I knew it is going to happen someday but yeah we are here already

[deleted] • 3 points • 27 September, 2018 07:42 PM 

What is this yankee Stony Brook shit? Where did they find that thing?

Crowzstar • 3 points • 27 September, 2018 08:09 PM 

Archive the whole sub with all the post's on this subreddit mods. Each nd every post is gold here

redpillschool[S] • 4 points • 27 September, 2018 08:17 PM 

https://www.forums.red/i/theredpill

[deleted] • 3 points • 28 September, 2018 12:04 AM 

Fuck reddit, all this did is motivate to become maximise RedPill

When they shut you down it's because they know you're right

Goodbye reddit, going to have so much more free time on my hands

a_nus3 points 28 September, 2018 12:18 AM* [recovered] 

Man, I've been on this sub for five years. It does have its bad sides, just like every other sub. The positives far
outweight the negatives, though.

People who haven't browsed this sub extensively see it in line with the "incel" movement, which couldn't be
further from the truth. They're doing young men a disservice doing this and they don't even know it from
ignorance.

Luckyluke23 • 3 points • 28 September, 2018 03:01 AM 

man, this makes me SO FUCKING ANGRY. like... I knew it was a matter of time... but... FUCK. that ban list
really got to us.

also. does anyone know what happens when you are quarantined?

I just love that it says " shocking and Highly offensive content"

y4my4m • 3 points • 28 September, 2018 05:12 AM 

That propaganda bit in the Quarantine message is fucking disgusting.

Devar0 • 3 points • 28 September, 2018 06:24 AM 

"Shocking or highly offensive content."

Yeah right, only if you're the soyest of soyboys. They NEED a shock and to be offended to even realise they're
trapped in a self destrictive lie. What's wrong with being shocked? Nothing. What's wrong with taking offense?
Nothing. Get over it.

[deleted] • 3 points • 28 September, 2018 06:41 AM 

The "positive masculinity" link is garbage.

marcosgarcarin • 3 points • 28 September, 2018 08:26 AM 

what is this bullshit ???? the first world is getting so tiresome with their bland soft bullshit, glad that I was born
and Im living in south america...
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[deleted] • 3 points • 28 September, 2018 09:39 AM 

I've been on Reddit too long. Waste of life. Yet I still miss the old days. All the bullshit that has happened, they
could have kept me sucked into it if they didn't lose their fucking minds. I will be leaving the site now. I will
never be the same after reading here. Thank you guys.

z2a1-9 • 3 points • 28 September, 2018 11:14 AM 

Feminism hard at work, they are scared shitless of 300k masculine men who do not conform to the social
constructs of today's world. With that, it has been a pleasure brothers happy slaying and keep improving!

PimpinAce175 • 3 points • 28 September, 2018 06:57 PM 

brothers women are not your friends, they will destroy your lives. stand up and be men and show these hoes
where they stand

Haki_User • 3 points • 28 September, 2018 08:39 PM 

If anything. This quarantine and the ridiculous quarantine notice only emphasises how blue pillers want to
control us with their brainwashing. It's lonely at the top ey ?

derex3 points 29 September, 2018 10:22 AM [recovered] 

I visited the stony brook university webpage, but I couldnt find any blowjob guide or lifting guide. I think reddit
admins are retarded.

potatotiel3 points 29 September, 2018 05:04 PM* [recovered] 

About the lifting https://imgur.com/a/bLdwHuW JFL

Full article:
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/sep/27/do-you-boast-about-your-fitness-watch-out-youll-
unavoidably-become-rightwing

rockinhard1305 points 28 September, 2018 01:35 AM* [recovered] 

No coincidence this happened TODAY while the bullshit circus the Democraps were pulling trying to destroy
our Government.

[deleted] • 2 points • 27 September, 2018 08:10 PM 

This has been coming for a while, and quite frankly I'll be glad to no longer use a platform based on double
standards. Also the new reddit layout sucks and trp.red uses the nice an clean layout from before. Looking
forward to the ban.

herrazki • 2 points • 27 September, 2018 09:11 PM 

this only make us stronger we're still here

TheStoicCrane • 2 points • 27 September, 2018 09:16 PM 

We've done it! We've become a covert outlier of human civilization!

send_nasty_stuff • 2 points • 27 September, 2018 09:45 PM 

It's time for the mods to allow political posting.

BadBoyProgrammer • 2 points • 27 September, 2018 10:17 PM 
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Suddenly I have technical difficulties trying to access the redpill.

Sir_Distic • 2 points • 27 September, 2018 11:36 PM 

Question. When TRP gets banned does that mean all the subscribers get banned too or does it just prevent access
to the subreddit?

Vyrst • 2 points • 27 September, 2018 11:45 PM 

FUCK REDDIT. AUTIST REDDIT. I DONT CARE WHAT ADMIN SEES THIS. GO FUCK YOURSELF

Egoful • 2 points • 27 September, 2018 11:48 PM 

If anyone else is having problems with access from mobile, you DO need to log into your account on desktop
first and then visit trp. Only after clicking continue while logged in will you regain access to the sub on mobile

Gordyne • 2 points • 28 September, 2018 12:09 AM 

Fucking gynocentric society.

That meteor is late...

[deleted] • 2 points • 28 September, 2018 12:12 AM 

Well you lot upset the matriarchal overlords. Now go learn about masculinity from StonyCuck University which
is feminine imperative approved.

ethansight • 2 points • 28 September, 2018 12:36 AM 

Well, it really was nice to be able to get into this community this year from an aggregate site I was already
using...

coconutxyz • 2 points • 28 September, 2018 01:02 AM 

i dont mind if the mod just post a thread about latest subscriber from time to time

[deleted] • 2 points • 28 September, 2018 01:03 AM 

Holy fuck this is literally Orwell's 1984 happening in real life. The liberals are out of control. Seriously I just
pretend to be a liberal now for fear of being on the wrong side of the Machiavellian triad aka the liberals.

theDropout • 2 points • 28 September, 2018 01:17 AM 

Long time lurker here.

If this gets shut down I just want to say thank you guys for everything, the things I have learned here have
improved my life in ways I could have never imagined.

I will be backing up as much as I can offline, hoping a safe archieve is set up off of Reddit soon.

redpillschool[S] • 3 points • 28 September, 2018 02:55 AM 

Keeping as much as we can. https://www.forums.red/i/theredpill

zeuD13 • 2 points • 28 September, 2018 02:48 AM 

Do you guys plan on an appeal?

redpillschool[S] • 3 points • 28 September, 2018 02:55 AM 

We'll update tomorrow
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Mortys_Plumbus • 2 points • 28 September, 2018 03:36 AM 

Why the hell can't these subs see their subscribers? I know the true reason is probably so they don't feel like they
have a lot of people on their side to decrease morale or some other 1984 bullshit, but I want to know what their
"official" justification is.

OneTruePhilosoraptor • 2 points • 28 September, 2018 04:42 AM 

Pathetic liberal authoritarians attempting to silence men once again. The day will come when the Democrat party
is crushed into dust by their own in-fighting.

kittyclaw200 • 2 points • 28 September, 2018 05:12 AM 

Fuck serena and her soyboy husband!!

Steins2036 • 2 points • 28 September, 2018 06:46 AM 

I unsubed but just came back to show reddit how much I hate censorships. I may disagree with you guys, but I
really really hate any sort of censorship happening. Fuck reddit.

mindc0ntrol • 2 points • 28 September, 2018 06:46 AM 

Shortly after being appointed CEO of Reddit in 2015, Huffman said that some controversial communities should
not be on Reddit, writing that "neither Alexis nor I created reddit to be a bastion of free speech, but rather as a
place where open and honest discussion can happen."[13] Huffman later stated while Reddit had not been
created as a "bastion of free speech," the concept "is important to us." This in contrast with a 2012 interview in
which Alexis Ohanian verbatim described Reddit as a "bastion of free speech."[14][15] Huffman later created
new policies that would require users to opt into seeing some content, and blocking material that encourages
"Systematic and/or continued actions to torment or demean someone."

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Steve_Huffman

NikolaGeorgiev • 2 points • 28 September, 2018 07:00 AM 

Wellcome to the world of the Left. First they're going to use Censorship. Then they'll attack you in "courts". ...
and it all ends with concentration camps, secret police, nationalization/collectivization of property and death
squads for "kulaks".

[deleted] • 2 points • 28 September, 2018 09:09 AM 

Reddit is shit now, tbh. They are censoring everything that is not liberal feminist.

[deleted] • 2 points • 28 September, 2018 11:17 AM 

They will do everything in their power to prevent you from being Red pilled guys. I guess MGTOW is the only
way, leaving the plantation completely is the way to fight against it. The best fight is not to fight at all.

JonathanMekerset • 2 points • 28 September, 2018 08:51 PM 

Honestly we should just move over anyway, too much of a pain in the ass to worry about these fuckers censoring
us. That's just my opinion though.

AnjaJutta • 2 points • 28 September, 2018 08:59 PM 

I need to quickly save all the posts by Uncle Vasya.

AllahHatesFags • 4 points • 28 September, 2018 03:07 PM 
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"Positive Masculinity" means:

Be a male feminist.
Eat lots of soy.
Give your money and time to any woman who asks for it regardless of what they give you in return, if anything.
If you are in a relationship, cuckoldry is the norm.
Be sure to prep the bull yourself, also cook for him and let him sleep in your bed with your gf/wife while you
sleep on the couch.
Feels over reals.

dontTalkJustListen • 1 point • 27 September, 2018 08:26 PM 

Long time lurker, created this user to say thank you to this community. It has given me everything.

Highly controversial or offensive content? Heck yeah, of course. I'd rather have a mangina tell me how to be a
men, how couldn't I have realized sooner.

I'll move over to trp.red. I'll start contributing. I will donate if that's an option. We don't know what freedom is
until they take it from us (and then it's too late).

Plazma_doge • 1 point • 27 September, 2018 08:31 PM 

Someone please archive the sidebar. The links in the older archives are not working and some of the links are
linking to posts which need to be archived too

huhub • 1 point • 27 September, 2018 08:39 PM 

I'm working on backing up the entire TRP subreddit starting from the newest posts. I hope I'll finish before it
gets killed by some rabid SJWs.

It was an honor to meet you and learn from you. See you on TRP.RED.

Batmanforreal2 • 1 point • 27 September, 2018 08:58 PM 

Cant we just keep making trp1, trp2, ... etc?

redhawkes • 5 points • 27 September, 2018 09:02 PM 

Not here. Different leash, same owner.

trp.red

Dawnguards • 1 point • 27 September, 2018 09:33 PM 

What about theory reading column from this subreddit..and "new here" and all other super useful information? It
has to be preserved!!

Brutal13 • 1 point • 27 September, 2018 09:42 PM 

What about steemit? Do you plan to create a community there?

I've been reading this sub for 3 years. Keep it up.
I'm not surprised that Reddit as a centralized system works like this.

KrustyKrabReject • 1 point • 27 September, 2018 09:47 PM 

What about taking the subreddit private?
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Kevo4ever • 1 point • 27 September, 2018 09:47 PM 

For anyone concerned about this I HIGHLY Suggest copy/pasting some of your favorite bookmarked
posts/insightful comments into some type of folder.

I let one of my favorite subreddits be deleted and forever lost those golden nuggests. Don't let it happen to you
too.

BlackendLight • 1 point • 27 September, 2018 09:55 PM 

Anyone know how long it takes for the verification email to go out to the off-reddit site? It's been about 30 min,
which is strange.

redpillschool[S] • 2 points • 28 September, 2018 02:58 AM 

Should be instant. What's your username. (PM me if need be)

RedBlueGiG • 1 point • 27 September, 2018 10:57 PM 

REDDIT CAN GO FUCK ITSELF. I HOPE ANY ADMIN READS THIS. FUCK YOU

[deleted] • 1 point • 27 September, 2018 11:38 PM 

How the hell did the Stony Brook University link get approved? I want to know who picked it out and who
approved it.

What an absolute disgrace. If Aaron Schwartz were still alive, this would not have happened. It is time to
#ReplaceReddit. See you all on trp.red.

YaseenNoorani • 1 point • 27 September, 2018 11:56 PM 

This day was going to come sooner or later. Found the sub about 2 years ago and learnt a hell of a lot, I have
become a different person in no small part because of this sub....the theory posts, the field reports, the blue pill
examples.....

It has been a pleasure folks...thank you.

themaxspence • 1 point • 27 September, 2018 11:59 PM 

We are a legitimate threat now. We must be onto something.

Theguygotgame777 • 1 point • 28 September, 2018 12:12 AM 

I can't even access it on mobile now. It won't turn up in my subscriptions, and I can't access it from the search
bar. My post here had over a thousand upvotes, and it was deleted. I'm glad I'm able to come here at least for one
last gasp. I'll miss this subreddit.

[deleted] 28 September, 2018 01:14 AM 

[permanently deleted]

Lifteador • 1 point • 28 September, 2018 01:17 AM 

I knew this moment would come eventually but damn I'm so sad it's happening already... this sub changed my
life and I'm still only half-way from my goals. Just want to thank all of you for making this sub one of the few
places nowdays where you can talk about masculinity without being labeled a sexist pig. I know we still have
trp.red but it's not the same.
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thesquarerootof1 • 1 point • 28 September, 2018 01:18 AM 

What can we do to fight this ? Message Reddit admins ? There must be something I can do to help us not get
removed all together...

redpillschool[S] • 3 points • 28 September, 2018 02:54 AM 

Do nothing right now. Mods are working the situation.

We will let you know if anything changes.

[deleted] • 1 point • 28 September, 2018 01:23 AM 

I genuinely laughed when I saw that message about stony brook masculinity centre.

Nov51605 • 1 point • 28 September, 2018 01:23 AM 

The Empress's Clothes have been torn the fuck off - LOLOL !

[deleted] • 1 point • 28 September, 2018 01:25 AM 

Free publicity. People will look at what is supposed to be "forbidden."

sqerl • 1 point • 28 September, 2018 01:28 AM 

Something about a community hitting 300K subscribers. Maybe it's the critical mass point... the longer we're
here as a grass-roots, no advertising community, the greater our influence. People come for the novelty and stay
because it works. 300K are not simultaneously wrong.

zeuD13 • 1 point • 28 September, 2018 01:32 AM 

Hopefully we can make https://www.trp.red as popular. It will be a pity for all this source of knowledge and
experiences to be lost. Meh, I feel like they closed down my gym and gathered all of my buddies in a communist
gulag.

Nov51605 • 1 point • 28 September, 2018 02:25 AM 

Man, so are all of those "endorsed/senior contributor" posts nuked &/or unsearchable now ?

Really rich info in those

redpillschool[S] • 3 points • 28 September, 2018 02:46 AM 

Keeping as much as we can. https://www.forums.red/i/theredpill

slam9 • 1 point • 28 September, 2018 06:10 AM 

Crap, I feel like I just scrathed the surface of this sub and haven't really learned anything from here yet. Now it
might not stay up longer. Can anyone who has been here a while put together a list of posts that are the best for
newcomers to read? It's not hard to archive them after that.

Ainitux • 1 point • 28 September, 2018 07:02 AM 

Plot twist: Jordan Peterson got you banned because you banned all the users that posted about him.

SecretMe42 • 1 point • 28 September, 2018 07:33 AM 

I came here - not because someone told me to, but because my life was shit and internet searches lead me here. I
lurked for a long time, but took in what I could, and over time am more confident, fitter, stronger and happier
with who I am and my goals for life. Thanks for everything everyone has contributed. I find it insulting that the
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powers that be feel it appropriate to direct the community to resources that probably contradict everything TRP
stands for. Although I won't won't waste my time looking - as I've found enough answers here already. Thanks
TRP.

C19-H28-O2 • 1 point • 28 September, 2018 09:05 AM 

It also means that users on the mobile app, or any of its superior alternatives like narwhal, can no longer access
TRP. I had to pull up a browser and muddle through the desktop site.

IVIaskerade • 1 point • 28 September, 2018 10:00 AM 

It's all over lads, time to start dumping soy in our mochaccinos.

[deleted] • 1 point • 28 September, 2018 10:04 AM 

https://quillette.com/2018/08/08/moral-panic-then-and-now/

These panics have shared features. Sex figures as a preternatural danger, emotion swamps reason, monsters
abound, and protection demands any sacrifice.

JoAnn Wypijewski

BoskOfPortKar • 1 point • 28 September, 2018 11:21 AM 

It is not even time to move to MGTOW but directly to Black Pill boys

FreeTheRepublic • 1 point • 28 September, 2018 11:46 AM 

The real questions are these.

Will some of the attention addicted mods and karma addicted power users try to create a watered down version
of the subreddit with another name splitting the community?
Will everyone be on board and use the new website's forums?

I don't see why not with Reddit becoming more and more hostile towards any niche communities but you never
know until it happens. Some bitches love to cover themselves in drama.

ApugalypseNow • 1 point • 28 September, 2018 12:07 PM 

Just wanted to say hello. I don't subscribe to this train of thought too much. But when I saw you folks were
wrongthinked as well, I joined. If your online journal is thought of as "dangerous" by Reddit, you must be onto
something. Keep the faith.

MattyAnon • 1 point • 28 September, 2018 12:45 PM 

God damnit, without pressure of being banned I was getting scared we were not seen as relevant

GucciGabz • 1 point • 28 September, 2018 12:51 PM 

The ones who desire the ban on TRP are insecure and sad as fuck.

einexile • 1 point • 28 September, 2018 01:29 PM 

The next step is quarantining of users who frequent quarantined subreddits.

Apprehensive_Dog • 1 point • 28 September, 2018 01:37 PM 

Man reddit really has gone to shit.

js390952 • 1 point • 28 September, 2018 01:55 PM 
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I've never really considered myself red pill, but the ideas shared here are ones that I independently discovered
and have totally changed my life. Theres a night and day difference between the person I was before I learned
many red pill concepts and the person after. Sadly, this subreddit may be gone soon.

Maybe the redpill could evolve into a subreddit that could be more suitable for the general public, and still teach
men how to be men. Either way, the ideas shared here have helped me be happier with my life and im thankful.

SaveTime • 1 point • 28 September, 2018 01:58 PM 

So apparently I registered at trp.red with my email but completely forgot my username and password.

Anyone else in this situation?

coolredpill • 1 point • 28 September, 2018 02:35 PM 

finding this sub was one of the greatest things to happen to my life

it has completely changed the way i think and it has provided me with guidance that i did not receive growing
up.

most importantly, it has shown me the truth, and the truth has set me free.

im still very far, far away from becoming a real man, but i am deeply grateful for this sub

thank you all so much

BurnoutRS • 1 point • 28 September, 2018 03:41 PM 

Power will never cease to exist. It will always be there for those who seek it. And so the forces of evil (or
whatever adjective you prefer) shall always seek power to their own ends. So It shall be that the work of the
forces of good, will never be done. The righteous must always work to seize power to keep it out of the hands of
the unjust.

Now lets take the moral bullshit out and rework the message a little. You must always work to seize power to
keep it out of the hands of everything which might work against you. You must always work to protect your own
interests, because thats what everyone else is doing. Sometimes its in another persons interests, to suppress
another persons ability to protect their own interests.

I notice a distinct difference in bluepill and redpill thinking. Bluepill leads you to believe in happily ever afters.
Bluepill thinking states "you work hard and then when the work is finally done, you live the rest of your life in
peace" this bled into everything I did. I think on a macroscale, I thought the world worked this way. That the
wars of the last century were the final trials and tribulations and now we had finally acchieved peace as a
society. I thought work was like war, and retirement was the peace you earn after fighting.

The truth is that you can never rest. Theres always a new battle to fight and in all honesty, happily ever after is
one of the most boring, and soul sucking concepts imaginable. Im terrified of the day that I wake up and
everything is perfect, the weights lift themselves and I no longer have a purpose.

robmyux • 1 point • 28 September, 2018 05:15 PM 

LOOK AT ALL THIS HATE!!

LOL.

Reddit is cucked. Fuck Reddit admins.

VickVaseline • 1 point • 28 September, 2018 05:37 PM 

I'm liking this quarantine so far. I've seen more good posts here today than I've seen in years.
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FINAL_BOSS_HD • 1 point • 28 September, 2018 08:00 PM 

I've been slacking in terms of lifting but I cannot imagine what kind of man I would be without this subreddit. So
many things stated here proven through just observing how men and women act. So many other "redpilled"
subreddits parroting the same things said here. FFS even some of those guys on 4chan spout some of the things
here. This subreddit is truly a blessing and even if I may not call myself someone worthy of contributing to this
subreddit (20 year old virgin, loner, not fat, but not fit either) I plan on taking a lot of the information from this
sub to heart and to at least try and do better. Thank you guys for everything

Celicni • 1 point • 28 September, 2018 10:23 PM 

A bit late, but it's been good fellas. This sub changed my life. Sad to (probably) see it go completely soon.

Watchingcluturefade • 1 point • 28 September, 2018 11:37 PM 

Just wanted to add my $.02 at how absolutely disgusted I am that a company thinks they have the right to decide
on the free speech that can be used on their business platform.

From the same people that sue bakers that don't want to make a certain cake, this absolutely ridiculous partisan
authoritarianism will do extremely negative things to the Democratic Party which seems to be at the forefront of
these types of social media silencing tactics.

Reddit, if you are reading this, you are going to get more people like Trump elected by taking actions such as
these.

ivanms12 • 1 point • 28 September, 2018 11:56 PM 

What will happen with older posts? Is there any way to view them after this subreddit is removed?

Monsteroid1 points 29 September, 2018 01:56 AM [recovered] 

Why some people are against the red pill and find it offensive?

It makes a man better person and it both beneficial for men and women.

immibis • 1 point • 29 September, 2018 02:24 AM 

When will forums.red actually be ready?

[deleted] 29 September, 2018 05:48 AM 

[permanently deleted]

[deleted] • 1 point • 29 September, 2018 06:54 AM 

"Oh no, male supremacy is on the rise! This is going to lead to another Holocaust"

[deleted] • 1 point • 29 September, 2018 09:04 AM 

Wait is the message on the right with the link enforced by reddit?

[deleted] • 1 point • 29 September, 2018 12:51 PM 

Trp needs an android app to post and read on trp.red Just like any reddit app
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LeonBarosanul • 1 point • 29 September, 2018 07:21 PM 

oh well, this is a nice cold shower to remind us all that TRP is fighting the good fight, and that we all have to
remember to stay on track. this sham of a quarantine is a red pill in itself, if you know what i mean. throughout
history, only the ones spreading truths (that are, first of all, uncomfortable) were marginalised and/or flogged. I
believe in the truth, I believe in the resilience of this still growing community. fuck this shit, hard times create
hard men.

DarkSyde3000 • 1 point • 1 October, 2018 09:16 AM 

Whenever feminism takes hold in any society, the result is......lunacy. Things like freedom of speech become
policed on a massive scale, at least online. Go against the group think and these people, seeing most have
nothing better to do or have what many consider to be an actual life, will try to destroy you. They will try to take
your livelihoods away and reduce you to nothing. We've already seen it happen. They also eat themselves
constantly when any of their own members dare to have a different opinion about something. Not an ideal group
to associate yourself with lol. This is biological Leninism.......google it and read the wordpress.

plascra • 1 point • 2 October, 2018 01:32 AM 

It only shows one thing... this sub tells the truth and we are getting silenced...

johnsmith1227 • 1 point • 9 October, 2018 02:56 AM 

In the words of Yahtzee: Banny sub make people wanty sub more.
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